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From the Publisher
Investments in infrastructure and insurance are
inexorably linked. Infrastructure investments
depend on long term funds and insurance
companies look for opportunities for investments
in long term paper to match the liabilities and the
assets. A vibrant economic growth with emphasis
on development of infrastructure is what the
insurers look for.
The opening up of the insurance industry for
private participation has coincided with renewed
emphasis on development of infrastructure with
large private sector participation. Those who
advocated reforms in the insurance sector in the
early nineties pointed out that a thriving insurance
industry will be a major provider of resources for
investment in infrastructure.
In this issue of IRDA Journal we have a
variety of views from people outside the insurance
industry writing about what they see as the
opportunity in investing in infrastructure and some

suggestions on bridging gaps between opportunity
and realisation.
With this issue, we complete two years
of publication of the Journal. In this period
the publication has come to be recognised as a
valuable forum of communication for its
stakeholders and the industry itself which is in the
process of redefining itself.
The December issue will be the special Annual
issue and will focus on the path we have trodden in
the five years since the passing of the IRDA Act in
November 1999. The starting point of the
exploration will be the Malhotra committee’s report
and we would like to examine, with your help, what
we have been able to achieve so far and assess the
tasks that lie ahead of us.
As always we look forward to your contributions
on this topic, and also to suggestions on future
themes to cover.
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Germs And
More Germs

Dr. Uday Kelkar

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Building it Up...
To fulfil one’s Dharma it is necessary to take care of the ‘shareera.’ Shareera madhyam khalu dharma
sadhanam. Another way to put it comes from a Tamil proverb. Unless you have a wall (canvas), how can
you paint a picture?’
Indeed, how can you build a modern economy and society, without suitable infrastructure? We in
India are trying to telescope the development both of the economy and the tools that help build the
economy.
In this issue of IRDA Journal we take a look at infrastructure financing and the opportunities that
wait for insurers in that sector. Mr. R. Krishnamurthy, former Managing Director of SBI Life Insurance
Company, writes about the new opportunities, the power of insurance sector investments to catalyse
infrastructure and what we need to do to seize the opportunities. Mr. Chandru Badrinarayanan of
Crisil Investment and Risk Management Services has a quick suggestion on the type of infrastructure
projects to look at. We try to recap what the Rakesh Mohan committee said in terms of infrastructure
needs and Mr. Suresh Mathur, Deputy Director of IRDA speaks in the larger context of long term
investment avenues for the insurance industry.
We follow through on our October topic of health insurance with two interesting articles. One by
Mr. Michael Sze on the state of data for health insurance, and Dr. Uday Kelkar pointing out that
hospital acquired infections account for an unhealthy slice of healthcare expenses that we should
contain.
We bring you, apart from half yearly premium statistics of the industry, annual investment statistics
as well. As with every issue, this would be the most sought after section, and we hope you find enough
to ponder over in these pages.
This issue of IRDA Journal marks the end of its second year. Communicating with and about the
insurance industry, and that too during a crucial period of its infancy, has been my special privilege.
The December issue is our annual special, and this time too it will be an introspective journey,
taking stock of five years of the new regime in insurance. Join us again then!

K. Nitya Kalyani

IN THE AIR

New Rules for Agents Institutes
IRDA has announced standard instructions and guidelines applicable for approval/renewal of Agents Training Institutes. These instructions are
applicable from October 31, 2004 to all training institutes including in-house training institutes of insurers.

Any violation of these instructions shall be treated as violation

of provisions of IRDA Act, Insurance Act and regulations
made thereunder requiring practical training for the grant
of license to an insurance agent and renewal thereof and
met with penal provisions including fine, suspension, and
cancellation of the approval granted by the Authority from
time to time. Some of the important stipulations are as
follows (the full set of guidelines is available on the IRDA
website at www.irdaindia.org):
The applicant shall have to undergo at least 100
hours practical training in life or general insurance business
which may be spread over three to four weeks, where such
applicant is seeking license for the first time to act as an
insurance agent. The approved training institutes will
cover the syllabus already prescribed by the Authority during
this period. In case of 50 hours of training, the duration
will be half as mentioned above.
The training duration should be minimum 18 working
days excluding Sundays and holidays with six hours per
day excluding lunch and tea break applicable for full time
batches. For part-time batches the training can be imparted
three hours daily in the evening excluding tea break and
the minimum duration of the training will be 34 working
days excluding Sundays and holidays.
No product training/market survey should be included
in this hundred 100 hours training. The product training,
if any, to be given by the insurance company should be
over and above the minimum training hours prescribed by
the Authority. However, the revision examination may
form part of 100 hours of training.
The attendance record of the trainees should be
maintained at the institute for necessary inspection at any
given point of time. No relaxation in attendance is permitted.
In case of short-fall of attendance, extra class may be
permitted but the extra hours may be specified separately
with proper attendance and details of faculty.
Every Institute should have at least one qualified
permanent faculty who is an Associate or Fellow from the
Insurance Institute of India for each stream i.e. for Life and
Non-Life or fulfil this requirement within two years.
The record of the payment made to faculty should be
maintained at the training institute.
The faculty should provide details of the other Institutes
with whom they have been empanelled as part-time/guest
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faculty. The faculty must also inform the other Institutes of his/
her leaving one institute and joining any other training institute.
The sponsorship letter must be available with the
training institute at the time of commencement of training
session. The insurer should affix a photograph of on the
sponsoring letter.
Fresh accreditation will be given on need basis after
assessing the needs of the particular city/town. This may
not apply to the in-house training institutes of the insurers.
The initial approval will be for a period of three years and
consideration of further renewal upto three years would depend
on the satisfactory compliance of requirements of accreditation.
The insurance companies would regularly send their
officials to the oversee the proper conduct of the training at
the institutes and would not sponsor candidates to those
institutes that are not maintaining the required standards
of and facilities for the training.
The training institute must display the certificate of
accreditation to impart training issued by the Authority at
the training institute.
The Institute should not allow a franchisee to conduct
courses on its behalf even if the faculty is that of the
Institute. The Institute should conduct the training on its
own premises or hired premises with proper infrastructure.
No marketing fee/consultancy fee payment is permitted
for getting the training batches.
Henceforth, no temporary accreditation will be
given by the Authority. The existing institutes, who have
been granted temporary accreditation shall cease to
operate by 31 December, 2004 or the actual date of expiry
whichever is earlier.
It will be the responsibility of the Insurance Company
to check the status of the institute before sponsoring any
candidates for training. If the name of the training institute
is not displayed on the IRDA website, no insurer should
sponsor the candidate for training to such an institute.
In case of mofussil areas or the cities where there are
no accredited institutes and an insurance company intends
to appoint agents, it will be the responsibility of the insurance
company to conduct training. The employed faculty only of
the in-house training centres may impart training at such
places. No temporary/guest faculty is permissible for the inhouse training centres of the insurers.

No accreditation will be given to the institutes that are
imparting training in the hotels. Fresh accreditation/
renewal, if any, will be granted by the Authority only
to Institutes who are maintaining good infrastructure
and complying with all other requirements specified in
the application form for licence/renewal of the criteria
of obtaining marks already prescribed by the Authority in
this behalf.
The Institute should confine its activities only to the
place/city for which it has been given the approval. No
training outside the said place/city is permitted. The premises
approved for the training shall not be used for any other
purposes i.e. the institute will have dedicated class-rooms
which will not be used for any other purposes even though
the institute is not running any training batch and if
during the course of the inspection by the officials of the
Authority, it is found that the institute is not maintaining
dedicated class-rooms, the accreditation of the institute will
stand cancelled without giving any notice.
Separate draft guidelines will be issued for on-line
training institutes.
The training institutes should impart training only to
the prospective agents of the insurance companies registered
with the Authority. A list of the registered insurance companies
is available on the web-site of the Authority
(www.irdaindia.org).
For 25/50 hours training requirement at the time
of renewal of agency licences, no separate syllabus is
proposed at this stage by the Authority. The institutes may
devise the syllabus in consultation with the insurers which
should include: l

New regulations/notifications/circulars issued by IRDA
[which affect intermediaries or policyholders]

l

New products introduced by the insurers in the market;

l

All tax matters relating to and benefits accruing from
such products.

l

Advanced Sales Training

l

Services which policyholders expect from agents and
provisions of agents code of conduct

l

Protection of policyholders interests and grievance
redressal mechanism.

l

Any other item which the insurer may deem fit from
time to time.

IN THE AIR

IRDA Suspends Broker for Non-disclosure
The insurance broking licence of Pegasus Insurance Brokers
Pvt. Ltd. has been suspended by IRDA with effect from
October 13, 2004.
The company had been functioning without a Principal
Officer since January 27, 2004 following the death of
Mr. Bhaskar De, its Principal Officer. The company failed to
bring this fact to the notice of the Authority and functioned
without a Principal Officer and also without trained
manpower as required as by Regulations 9(2)(F),9(3),Reg.
21 r/w the Clause 12 of code of conduct prescribed under
the IRDA (Insurance Brokers) Regulations, 2002.

Later, on June 30, 2004, the company informed the
Authority about Mr. Bhasker De being replaced by
Mr. Shoubhik De as Director, but failed to disclose the death
of the Principal Officer and its consequent functioning without
a Principal Officer with prescribed requirements and also
without trained manpower, hence failing to abide by the
circular No. DA/BRO/36/AUG-04 dated 18.8.04 issued by
the Authority cautioning broking companies from working
without a Principal Officer even for temporary periods.
The Authority in September 2004 issued a show cause
notice to Pegasus Insurance Brokers as to why its broking
license be not suspended for above violations to which the latter

RBI PERMITS RRBs TO BE CORPORATE AGENTS
The Reserve Bank of India has
said that Regional Rural Banks
(RRBs) may henceforth undertake
insurance business as corporate
agents, without risk participation.

should not have gross NPAs than 10 per
cent. The bank should be in net profit
during last three years and should not
have any accumulated losses, the RBI
has said.

RRBs desirous of doing so must
have a positive net worth and must
have with the prudential norms on
income
recognition,
asset
classification,
provisioning,
investment norms, exposure norms,
the central bank said in a circular.

The RRBs wanting to undertake
such business should comply with the
IRDA norms and should not adopt any
restrictive practice of forcing its
customers to go in only for a particular
insurance company in respect of assets
financed by the bank. The customers
should be allowed to exercise their own
choice, the RBI has said.

The bank should not have violated
any directive in the last two years and
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responded admitting to the lapses and requested the Authority
to condone the same and to provide it some time to complete all
the formalities as prescribed by the IRDA (Insurance Brokers)
Regulations, 2002.
"The Authority has carefully examined the matter and
it is satisfied that the above irregularities are of a grave
nature and impairs the ability of the broker to act in a
professional manner," and suspended the licence of
the broker, allowing it to apply for revocation of this
suspension order after achieving full compliance with
the regulations and providing evidence of this to the
satisfaction of the Authority.

IRDA to come out with
corporate agent guidelines
IRDA is to come up with guidelines for corporate
agents to safeguard the interest of consumers and insurers.
The IRDA Chairman has said that these would be
about the manner of selection of corporate agents, the
manner in which their activities should be monitored,
and precautions to be taken so that there is complete
disclosure of the policy implications for the clients.
IRDA also plans to come up with a guideline that
would ensure that corporate agents provide full disclosures
to insurers on the policies sold by them, the number of
individuals covered and for how many years.
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Agents of Good Faith

—The Ideal Role of Insurance Agents

As an intermediary between the insurer and the insured, the agent ought to be a person of
trust and confidence for both the parties. His motto must be “service to the
policyholder,” says H. K. Awasthi.

An insurance policy is a document of
contract of insurance in good faith. It is
only when it is utilised to make quick
profit that trouble arises. A policy is the
result of a proposal and a declaration
by the insured to the insurer, which is
accepted by the latter, subject to
payment of (or a promise to pay) the
premium and adherence to the terms and
conditions given in the policy document.
Since the premium is the
consideration in the insurance contract,
its payment is made a condition for
operation of the policy. The following four
principles relate to payment of premium
and its effect:
t Prepayment of premium is a condition
as per law and no risk shall attach
unless the premium is paid – this is
part of the stipulations attached to a
policy
t Where there is such stipulation, it
cannot be waived and must be given
effect to
t The insured’s consent to such
stipulation may be express or implied
t A mere recital in the policy that the
premium has been paid does not
amount to a waiver of the condition
as to prepayment
If the rate of premium actually
charged is higher than usual, it may
amount to sufficient evidence of the fact
that the assured had made full
disclosure of material facts and the
insurer knew of the additional risk
involved.
The fact that the premium had been
charged at ordinary rates leads to the
inference that the insurer was unaware
of certain circumstances which, if known,
would have induced him to charge a
higher premium.
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The cost of insurance to the consumer
is increased because of his ignorance. The
agents of the company, with an eye on
the commission, may lead a person to
over-insure a property. Again, he may sell
useless policies to the consumer – for
instance, taking insurance against a
cyclone in Delhi. At times the agents quote
all-inclusive rates or a package deal that
includes unnecessary risk coverage. A
person who never travels or rarely travels
is burdened with baggage insurance by
the agent who suggests that the insured
may decide to travel, after all. But, as
such, one can always take a baggage
policy when one decides to travel and for

Since the premium is the
consideration in the
insurance contract, its
payment is made a
condition for operation of
the policy.

only the period of travel and for the
amount of valuables carried by him.
As an intermediary between the
insurer and the insured, the agent ought
to be a man of trust and confidence for
both the parties. The insurance company
appoints agents to canvass business
creation based on the merits of the
schemes, keeping in view the financial
gains and security of life and material.
The role of the agent varies in respect of
life insurance and general insurance. The
relationship between the agent of life
insurance and the policyholder is a longterm one, whereas the role of a general
insurance agent is a limited one because
such policies are issued on a year-to-year
basis and, monetary gain to the agent is
also relatively meagre.

There have been instances where the
insurance agent, after receiving the
premium on behalf of LIC, has pocketed
the money and not paid it to the
corporation. The insured wakes up to
the misappropriation of money only
when he does not receive policy cover
till the next date of payment of
premium falls due.
The question of insurance agents’
liability in collecting premium from the
insured on behalf of LIC came up for
decision by the National Consumer
Disputes Redressal Commission
(NCDRC). In the case of LIC vs.
Consumer Education & Research
Society 111 (1994) CPJ32 (NC), the
CERC contended that in collecting the
premium the agent acts on behalf of the
insurer, the LIC. If there was delay on
the part of the insurance agent in
depositing the insurance premium with
the LIC it does not affect or abrogate
the contract of insurance.
On the contrary, the LIC relied on
the Agents Rules formed under the LIC
Act. When the person deposits the
premium on behalf of the life assured,
he acts on behalf of the life assured and
not as an agent of the Corporation. The
onus of depositing the premium is on
the life assured. The Apex Consumer
Court held that the insurance agent
receiving a bearer cheque from the
insured towards payment of the
premium was not acting as the agent of
the insurer, LIC, nor can it be deemed
that insurer LIC had received the
premium on the date the bearer cheque
towards the premium was received by
the insurance agent.
Section 41 to 44A of the Insurance
Act, 1938, as amended by the Insurance
Regulatory & Development Authority
Act, 1999 deal with classification of
agents, licensing and registration,
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regulation, prohibition of rebates and
cessation of payments of commission
and power to call for information. There
will be here classes of agents, viz.
principal agent, chief agent and special
agent. An agent, having registered
himself on paying the prescribed fee of
Rs. 250, will be issued a licence valid for
three years, for procuring business. The
licence may be to act as an agent for a
life insurer, for a general insurer or as
a composite agent combing both kinds
of work.
The contract is for an assigned area
for procuring life insurance business. A
register of insurance agents with details
shall be maintained by the LIC. These
agents are entitled to commission from
the Corporation. They shall not offer any
inducement to any person to take out or
renew or continue with an insurance
policy in respect of any kind of risk
relating to lives or property in India. In
case of any default in his behalf, the
agent may be punished with fine up to
Rs. 500. If any unlicensed person acts
as agent he may be fined up to Rs. 500.
If the party contravening the provision
is a company or a firm, then the fine may
extend up to Rs. 5,000.
On April 26, 2002, the IRDA notified
Protection of Policyholders’ Interests

Regulations, 2002. Some of the salient
features of these regulations are:
(i) The insurer or the agent or any other
intermediary shall provide all
material information about the
proposed cover so as to choose the
best cover
(ii) Decision on proposals, acceptance or
otherwise, shall be communicated to
the proposers within 15 days
(iii) The insurer shall provide a copy of
the proposal form to all proposers
(iv) The proposer can review the terms
and conditions of the policy within a
period of 15 days after receipt of the
policy

Thus, the agent has to
conduct business in a
transparent manner in the
best interest of the insurer
and the policyholders.

(v) The insurer shall pay interest at two
per cent above the bank rate if there
is delay in processing the claim
(vi) The insurer should respond within

10 days on receipt of any
communication
from
its
policyholders. As for grievance
redressal, every insurer shall set up
proper procedures and effective
mechanisms to deal with grievances
of policyholders efficiently and
quickly. The policyholders shall be
provided information about the
insurance ombudsman along with
the policy document for settlement
of unresolved disputes between the
insurer and the policyholders.
The Licensing of Insurance Agents
Regulations lay down a code of conduct
for agents. The salient features of the
code, inter alia, are that the agent shall
disclose the licence on demand, explain
all available options to the prospect,
disclose the scales of commission, advise
policyholders to effect nomination, not
induce to submit wrong information,
and not demand or receive share of
proceeds. Thus, the agent has to conduct
business in a transparent manner in the
best interest of the insurer and the
policyholders. His motto has to be
“service to the policyholder”

The author is Manager (Legal), VOICE.
He can be reached at cvoice@vsnl.net

GOOD
AND BAD
We welcome consumer experiences.
Tell us about the good and the bad you have gone through and your suggestions. Your insights are valuable to the industry. Help
us see where we are going.

Send your articles to: Editor, IRDA Journal, Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority,
Parisrama Bhavanam, III Floor, 5-9-58/B, Basheer Bagh, Hyderabad 500 004 or e-mail us at irdajournal@irdaonline.org
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STATISTICS - LIFE INSURANCE

Report Card:LIFE

Life new business grows 55 % in September
The life insurance industry underwrote new players and LIC was 8.84 per cent
a premium of Rs.1,32,376.03 lakh
during the month of September, 2004,
taking the cumulative premium
underwritten during the current year
2004-05 to Rs.8,42,506.09 lakh.
LIC underwrote premium of
Rs.6,83,219.65 lakh during the first half
of the financial year i.e., a market share
of 81.09 per cent, followed by ICICI
Prudential and Birla Sunlife with
premium underwritten (market share)
of Rs.47,829.60 lakh (5.68 per cent) and
Rs.23703.19 lakh (2.81 per cent)
respectively. While LIC’s market share
declined from 89.05 per cent for the
period ended September, 2003, all new
life insurers increased their market
share, over the corresponding previous
year numbers.
Cumulatively, the new players
underwrote first year premium of
Rs.1,59,286.44 lakh. In terms of policies
underwritten, the market share of the

and 91.16 per cent as against 5.68 per
cent and 94.32 per cent respectively in
the corresponding period in the year
2003-04.
The premium underwritten by the
industry upto September, 2004, towards

The life insurance industry
underwrote a premium
of Rs.1,32,376.03 lakh
during the month
of September, 2004.

individual single and non-single policies
stood at Rs.1,46,585.97 lakh and
Rs.5,23,145.15 lakh respectively
accounting for 3,43,483 and 86,23,479
policies. The group single and non-single
premium accounted for Rs.1,57,627.15
lakh and Rs.15,147.83 lakh.

The total Individual premium and
Group premium underwritten was
Rs.6,69,731.11 lakh and Rs.1,72,774.98
lakh respectively as against Rs.
4,41,760.09 lakh and Rs.1,01,835.78 lakh
underwritten in the corresponding period
of the previous year. The number of lives
covered by the industry under the various
group schemes was 31,04,339 during the
period ended September, 2004. LIC
covered 21,00,964 lives under the group
schemes accounting for 67.68 per cent of
the market, followed by SBI Life with
3,85,172 lives (12.41 per cent), Tata-AIG
with 1,54,712 lives (4.98 per cent) and
MetLife with 86,646 lives (2.79 per cent).
During the six month period ended
September, 2004, 20 per cent of the
policies were underwritten in the rural
sector, garnering premium of
Rs.53,374.83 lakh (6.33 per cent).
Simultaneously, 7,98,184 lives have
been covered in the social sector, during
the period under reporting.

First Year Premium  September 2004
(Rs. in lakhs)
Sl No.

1

2

3

4

8

Company

Bajaj Allianz
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
ING Vysya
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
AMP Sanmar
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
SBI Life
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
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Premium u/w

Sept.
4656.18
1750.49
2836.37

Upto Sept.
19052.20
6686.41
12195.84

69.32
996.15
0.19
906.02
86.04
3.89
583.16
394.99
177.66
5.13
5.39
4175.51
656.05
645.26
2287.75
586.45

169.96
3602.23
32.51
3338.81
207.18
23.72
2406.40
1243.11
1029.54
35.66
98.09
16939.21
3297.93
2639.50
8131.04
2870.74

%
of Premium
Upto Sept.
2.26

0.43

0.29

2.01

No. of Policies
/ Schemes
Sept.
18848
1770
17065

Upto Sept.
88599
7210
81345

13
10599
10
10580
1
8
2545
698
1842

44
45517
4781
40721
2
13
14866
2483
12349
1
33
44289
1995
40788
3
1503

5
10166
516
9147
503

% of No. of No. of lives covered under
Policies
Group Schemes

% of lives
covered
under Group
Schemes
Upto Sept.
1.82

Upto Sept.
0.99

Sept.
4136

Upto Sept.
56344

0.51

4136
1753

56344
7651

0.25

0.17

216
1537
2522

471
7180
23827

0.77

0.49

2522
120377

190
23637
385172

12.41

21181
99196

85894
299278

STATISTICS - LIFE INSURANCE

(Rs. in lakhs)
Sl No.

Company

Premium u/w

Sept.
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Tata AIG
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
HDFC Standard
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
ICICI Prudential
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Birla Sunlife
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Aviva
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Kotak Mahindra Old Mutual
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Max New York
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
MetLife
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Private Total
LIC
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Grand Total

Upto Sept.

%
of Premium

No. of Policies
/ Schemes

% of No. of No. of lives covered under
Policies
Group Schemes

% of lives
covered
under Group
Schemes
Upto Sept.

Upto Sept.

Sept.

Upto Sept.

Upto Sept.

Sept.

Upto Sept.

1.33

18254

97927

1.09

24785

154712

4.98

18241

97806

13
21454
6967
14466
20
1
33538
447
33082
2
7
15018
5074
9933

121
68010
13190
54732
81
7
215173
4562
210553
8
50
62915
14684
48188

0.76

8592
16193
18118

46617
108095
75481

2.43

2.40

17834
284
2805

67161
8320
34770

1.12

0.70

285
2520
21386

1386
33384
40721

1.31

0.83

11
6873
95
6776

0.41

403
20983
12772

1849
38872
61819

1.99

0.59

2
5670
186
5467

43
36394
275
36102
1
16
21852
655
21165

0.24

65
12707
5854

131
61688
40863

1.32

2087.47

11237.54

1922.20
45.66
119.61
3028.30
509.60
2374.60
133.41
10.70
7852.05
734.60
6843.79
1.34
272.32
5552.60
98.44
4276.88
40.55
1136.73
1404.28
25.27
1361.48
7.02
10.52
1336.91
272.50
990.82

9090.65
297.12
1849.77
12699.67
3358.45
8759.96
405.34
175.92
47829.60
7271.40
36469.80
16.30
4072.10
23703.19
640.29
18141.25
217.74
4703.91
7027.49
174.07
6734.12
13.40
105.90
4954.91
979.07
3296.91

73.58
1543.28
15.96
1523.07

678.93
7899.59
124.04
7708.61

0.94

17
18150
26
18123

32
83655
131
83487

0.93

5854
500

40863
35369

1.14

4.26
411.57
17.57
385.53

66.95
1934.40
69.19
1533.37

0.23

1
3812
60
3747

37
14301
183
14074

0.16

500
2145

35369
86646

2.79

8.47
33627.46
98748.57
23709.91
59919.15
15119.51

331.84
159286.44
683219.65
122709.50
412206.79
148303.36

8.84
91.16

2145
217153
301523

86646
1003375
2100964

32.32
67.68

301523

2100964

132376.03

842506.09

518676

3104339

1.51

5.68

2.81

18.91
81.09

100.00

5
44
164927 793498
1158657 8181843
54481 293334
1102744 7882169
1432
6340
1323584 8975341

100.00

100.00
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STATISTICS - NON-LIFE INSURANCE

Report Card:GENERAL
Non-Life premiums hit 20% in September
G. V. Rao
Performance during September 2004
The industry’s performance for the
month of September is notable for the
highest growth rate recorded so far in the
current financial year of 20 per cent (Rs.
252 crore). The four old companies have
recorded an increase of Rs. 159 crore (15.5
per cent) and the new companies Rs. 87
crore (51 per cent) with the ECGC adding
another Rs. six crore (11 per cent).
National Insurance, pursuing the goal
of reaching the number one rank in
premium volume, has pushed ahead of
New India in this month, with its total
volume of premium income up to
September 2004 touching Rs. 2,071

crore, though the margin between the two
is just over Rs. one crore. What is even
more impressive is the massive increase
in premium in September by over Rs. 104
crore by National Insurance, with one of
the highest growth rates ever of almost
39 per cent. It is this performance that
has catapulted it to overtake New India.
United India has yet again lost Rs.
30 crore in September in its renewal
business. New India has recorded a
growth rate of almost 20 per cent in
September with an accretion of
Rs. 59 crore. Oriental too has done well
to record Rs. 27 crore as increase to
achieve a growth of 13.5 per cent. The

established players must be reasonably
happy at the growth rate of 15.5 per cent
but it the substantial contribution of the
National Insurance that has enabled
this performance.
The new players have recorded
a growth of Rs. 87 crore (51 per cent).
ICICI Lombard and Allianz Bajaj
together have contributed Rs. 64 crore
to it. Tata AIG has dropped its business
slightly. Chubb and Cholamandalam
have recorded good increases.
The uneven growth in the business
among the new players is something
not expected. Perhaps business
strategies are getting fine-tuned.

GROSS DIRECT PREMIUM (within India) SEPTEMBER, 2004
(Rs.in lakhs)

INSURER

PREMIUM 2004-05
FOR
UPTO
SEPT. 04
SEPT. 04

PREMIUM 2003-04
FOR
UPTO
SEPT. 03
SEPT. 03

MARKET SHARE
UPTO SEPT. 2004

GROWTH %
YEAR ON
YEAR

Royal Sundaram

2,621.20

15,752.20

2,146.41

13,221.37

1.71

19.14

Tata AIG

2,888.15

24,020.44

2,954.26

19,401.11

2.61

23.81

Reliance General

1,417.37

8,782.26

800.50

8,092.49

0.95

8.52

IFFCO-Tokio

2,681.47

22,614.86

2,364.32

16,769.51

2.46

34.86

ICICI Lombard

7,048.12

40,784.03

3,938.48

23,485.62

4.43

73.66

Bajaj Allianz

6,742.26

39,483.05

3,502.34

21,806.56

4.29

81.06

HDFC Chubb

1,413.37

8,080.20

755.99

3,595.18

0.88

124.75

Cholamandalam

1,133.85

8,663.18

744.29

4,355.37

0.94

98.91

New India

36,240.00

2,06,977.00

30,316.00

1,95,115.00

22.47

6.08

National

37,388.00

2,07,149.00

26,980.00

1,63,699.00

22.49

26.54

United India

22,724.00

1,58,344.00

25,745.00

1,65,263.00

17.19

-4.19

Oriental

22,758.00

1,56,434.00

20,112.00

1,45,659.00

16.98

7.40

4,107.14

24,087.52

3,510.01

20,191.49

2.61

19.30

1,49,162.93

9,21,171.74

1,23,869.60

8,00,654.69

100.00

15.05

ECGC
TOTAL

* Data revised by the respective insurers for the corresponding month of the previous year.
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Performance up to September 2004
The performance of the industry
midway in the fiscal seems impressive
with the growth rate topping 15 per cent
(Rs. 1,205 crore). The four established
players have recorded Rs. 590 crore (8.8
per cent) and the new players Rs. 575
crore (52 per cent). ECGC has recorded
a growth of Rs. 40 crore (19 per cent).
National Insurance with a growth
rate of 26.5 per cent (Rs. 434 crore) has
contributed the most; New India with
Rs. 119 crore and Oriental with Rs. 107
crore follow. United India has recorded
a fall of Rs. 70 crore, an inexplicable
feat, when every insurer in the market
has shown improved results.
Among the new players, Allianz
Bajaj and ICICI Lombard seem to be in
a race to widen the gap between them
and the rest of the new players. The
remaining new players have done well
but they have quite a way to go before
they can catch up with these two.

Premium September 2004
18,00,000
16,00,000
14,00,000
12,00,000
1/)

.s::::

-"' 10,00,000

.!!!
.!:

ui 8,00,000
0::
6,00,000

4,00,000
2,00,000

April

May

June

■ 2003-04
■ 2004-05

Summary
The performance during the month
and for the first two quarters, despite
the difficulties that the players have
encountered, is impressive. If the
National Insurance juggernaut slows
down, it will be an altogether new game

July

Aug

Sept

Total

Note: I. Total for 2003-04 is for 12 month period.
2. Total for 2004-05 is up to the month of September, 2004.

in the market. The new players too are
finding it tough to carry on the strategies
of targeting only on Fire, Engineering and
Marine for growth.
The author is retired CMD, Oriental
Insurance Company.
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Investment Portfolio: Life

— March 31, 2004, with comparative figures

Life Sector Investments Grow 40%
G. V. Rao

The invested funds in life insurance
sector, at the end of March 2004, stood
at an impressive figure of Rs. 3,52,500
crore (40 per cent growth) up from
Rs. 261,000 crore. The increase in the
invested funds of Rs. 91,000 crore in
the year is dominated by the
contribution from the Life Insurance
Corporation of India (LIC) of Rs. 89,000
crore. The 13 private players’ share in
the increase is Rs. 2,050 crore.
The LIC has total invested funds of
Rs. 3,48,000 crore (35 per cent growth)
and the new players have Rs. 4,550 crore
(82 per cent growth) at the end of March
2004.
The overall investment position in
the government securities is down to 59
per cent from the previous 65 per cent.

The investment in market securities is
higher at 30 per cent up from 23 per cent.
The share of infrastructure and social
sectors is down to 11 per cent from the
previous 12 per cent perhaps due to lack
of good projects needing the investment.
Regulations on invested funds
The current investment regulations
prescribe that the deployment of
invested funds should not be less than
50 per cent in government securities of
the Centre and the states; not less than
15 per cent in the infrastructure and
social sectors and not more than 35 per
cent in market securities.
The investment policy in the life
insurance sector will have to take into
account the aspirations of all the
stakeholders, including those of the
policyholders, as the majority of policies
do attract bonuses out of the surpluses

generated. Investment income,
therefore, is a key determinant in the
fixation of premium rates and in bonus
declarations. As the national economy
continues to grow rapidly and with
people living longer, there is a greater
demand for life insurance as a key
instrument in the growth of financial
services. The impressive increase in
invested funds by over Rs. 90,000 crore
is a testimony to the role the life
insurance sector is expected to play in
the national economy in the future.
Personal security through life insurance
is becoming increasingly more
important than social security.
Performance of LIC
The LIC has 59 per cent of its
invested funds at Rs. 2,05,800 crore in
government securities. But it is down
from the previous level of 65 per cent

Sectoral Investments by Life Insurers as at March 31, 2004 (March 31, 2003)
Company

CENTRAL GOVERNMENT
SECURITIES
31/3/04

31/3/04

31/3/03

LIC

1,67,44,299.23

1,38,77,030.71

2,05,80,016.00

1,67,51,303.56

Public Sector

1,67,44,299.23

1,38,77,030.71

2,05,80,016.00

1,67,51,303.56

26,864.50
286.00
47,335.09
7,054.87
20,289.00
7,072.30
22,548.30
14,440.39
6,950.25
6,349.61
3,768.23
7,937.25
6,019.25

16,988.62
3,801.42
28,675.78
5,111.65
10,360.19
7,978.51
12,298.73
10,013.80
5,717.00
6,569.00
5,380.00
6,655.28
-

27,647.47
17,186.00
47,335.44
7,703.48
20,289.00
7,072.30
22,548.30
14,440.39
6,950.25
6,414.47
3,768.23
7,937.25
11,508.86

16,988.62
10,409.81
28,676.00
7,016.76
10,359.89
7,978.51
12,298.73
10,513.80
5,717.00
6,569.00
5,880.00
6,655.28
-

1,76,915.05

1,19,549.98

2,00,801.45

1,29,063.40

1,69,21,214.28

1,39,96,580.69

2,07,80,817.45

1,68,80,366.96

HDFC Standard
MAX New York
ICICI Prudential
Birla Sunlife
Tata AIG
OM Kotak
SBI Life
Allianz Bajaj
MetLife
AMP Sanmar
ING Vysya
Aviva
Sahara
Private Sector
TOTAL

* Negative figure is the reported Net Current Assets.
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though quantum-wise, they grew by
Rs. 38,300 crore. Bulk of the increased
funds at Rs. 44,000 crore went into
market securities, raising its share from
23 per cent to 30 per cent of the total.
The investment in infrastructure and
social sectors at 11 per cent is down from
the previous 12 per cent, though there is
an increased investment of Rs. 7,000
crore in it. The investment bias towards
market securities during the year is
noteworthy, as this investment grew by
Rs. 44,000 crore (73 per cent growth) to
touch Rs. 1,04,000 crore. LIC controls
98.7 per cent of the total funds in the life
insurance sector and it is slightly down
from the previous 99 per cent.
Performance of new players
The 13 new players have mobilised
finds of Rs. 4,500 crore up from Rs. 2,500
crore in the previous year. Their share in
government securities is down to 44 per
cent of the total from the previous 52 per

cent. Their investment in market
securities has jumped to 45 per cent up
from 35 per cent of the previous year.
The social sector is 11 per cent down from
13 per cent earlier.
The ICICI Prudential has shown an
impressive investment growth at
Rs. 1,490 crore (Rs. 612 crore), followed
by Birla Sunlife and HDFC Standard.
SBI Life ranks next. It is observed that
the total invested funds of three players,
MetLife, AMP Sanmar and ING Vysya,
are lower than the levels they
maintained last year. All three of them
have lowered their share in the market
securities contrary to the trends of
increased investment in market
securities.
Conclusion
The role that life insurance sector
has played in the national economy
during the year cannot be better
demonstrated than the impressive

growth in the invested funds. The bias
towards market securities which has
seen an increase of 73 per cent extra
funds pumped in is not only evident but
can be significant to generate higher
investment income returns next year.
Fund management is dramatically
shifting from reliance on government
securities to investment in market
instruments.

The author is retired CMD, The Oriental
Insurance Company Limited.

(Rs.in lakhs)
INFRASTRUCTURE &
SOCIAL SECTOR

INVESTMENT SUBJECT TO EXPOSURE
NORMS (INCLUDING OTAI)

OTHER THAN APPROVED
INVESTMENTS (OTAI)
31/3/04

Total

31/3/04

31/3/03

31/3/04

31/3/03

31/3/03

31/3/04

31/3/03

38,14,094.21

30,99,816.03

1,04,01,804.00

60,22,102.16

16,69,350.05 1,11,938.09 3,47,95,914.22 2,58,73,221.75

38,14,094.21

30,99,816.03

1,04,01,804.00

60,22,102.16

16,69,350.05 1,11,938.09 3,47,95,914.22 2,58,73,221.75

5,783.52
4,136.00
10,458.01
2,842.91
3,480.00
2,769.01
6,208.64
4,626.92
2,582.13
1,596.10
1,568.20
2,965.29
572.95

3,920.48
2,712.28
6,356.00
1,514.21
2,493.43
2,649.30
3,129.00
3,767.59
1,518.00
1,880.00
1,525.00
2,307.66

12,841.92
3,209.00
91,241.16
48,220.89
3,550.00
9,700.01
9,860.57
6,459.39
2,530.54
2,841.10
4,272.18
8,079.10
2,247.39

5,509.26
4,812.13
26,627.35
8,995.27
5,404.34
6,221.65
6,108.05
4,274.54
5,066.05
4,322.05
4,312.05
5,615.59
-

2,336.27
1,227.00
13,076.98
2,950.84
3,050.33
1.02
1,179.03
1,207.14
644.44
272.46
360.41

911.27
500.08
4,136.88
298.14
439.35
1,824.93
1,796.00
*(37.51)
754.00
351.17
-

46,272.91
24,531.00
1,49,034.62
58,767.28
27,319.00
19,541.32
38,617.51
25,526.70
12,062.92
10,851.67
9,608.61
18,981.64
14,329.20

26,418.36
17,934.23
61,659.35
17,526.24
18,257.65
16,849.46
21,535.78
18,555.92
12,301.05
12,771.05
11,717.05
14,578.53
-

49,589.67

33,772.94

2,05,053.26

87,268.34

26,305.93

10,974.31

4,55,444.38

2,50,104.69

38,63,683.89

31,33,588.97

1,06,06,857.26

61,09,370.50

16,95,655.98 1,22,912.40 3,52,51,358.60 2,61,23,326.44
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Investment Portfolio: General

— March 31, 2004, with comparative figures

Non-Life Investments Up 13%
G. V. Rao

The invested funds of non-life insurers
at the end of March 2004 stood at
Rs. 34,300 crore, up by 13 per cent (10.7
per cent last year). The four old players
along with the General Insurance
Corporation of India and the
Agricultural Corporation of India have
invested funds of Rs.32, 450 crore (95
per cent) and the others have invested
funds that amount to Rs. 1,850 crore (five
per cent).
The invested funds of the industry
increased by Rs. 3,970 crore. Of this
Rs. 2, 400 crore went into government
securities, Rs. 870 crore into
infrastructure, Rs. 435 crore into
market securities, and about Rs. 270
crore into loans for housing and fire
fighting equipments.

Compliance with investment
regulations
The investment regulations
prescribe that not less than 30 per cent
of the invested funds should be in
securities of the Central and state
governments, not less than 10 per cent
in infrastructure projects, not less than
five per cent as loans to fire fighting
establishments and housing and not
more than 55 per cent in market
securities.
The share of investment in the
government securities has gone up in
2003-04 to 39 per cent from 36 per cent
last year; simultaneously the invested
funds in the market securities has gone
down to 44 per cent from 48 per cent
showing a greater reliance on
government securities against capital
depreciation and increased investment

income. The loan portfolio is seven per
cent (seven per cent) and investment in
infrastructure is 10 per cent (nine per
cent).
Old companies’ investments
The established players have
shown a higher reliance on investing in
government securities at 41 per cent (38
per cent last year). The share of invested
funds in the market securities is down
to 43 per cent (47 per cent last year).
Among these players, National
Insurance has a higher share in
government securities at almost 44 per
cent with Oriental at 38 per cent. New
India has raised its share in
government securities to 40 per cent (35
per cent last year). GIC has the lowest
share of 33 per cent in government
securities. United India has a share of
42 per cent (40 per cent last year).

Sectoral Investments by Non-Life Insurers as at March 31, 2004 (March 31, 2003)
Company

CENTRAL GOVERNMENT
SECURITIES

GIC
New India
National
United India
Oriental Insurance Co.
AICI

31/3/04
31/3/03
2,43,675.00 2,20,091.00
2,39,716.00 1,96,696.00
1,26,698.00 1,21,087.54
1,68,382.18 1,61,690.00
1,19,525.01
98,171.00
9,000.00

Public Sector

9,06,996.19

Reliance
Royal Sundaram
IFFCO-Tokio
Tata AIG
Bajaj Allianz
ICICI-Lombard
CHNHB Association
Cholamandalam
HDFC Chubb
Private Sector
TOTAL

STATE GOVT. & OTHER
APPROVED SEC (INCLUDING C.G. SEC.)
31/3/04
3,21,094.00
3,20,738.00
1,66,559.00
2,58,320.00
1,72,246.59
9,000.00

31/3/03
2,69,962.00
2,53,972.00
1,57,395.19
2,16,895.00
1,34,581.00

7,97,735.54

12,47,957.59

10,32,805.19

11,308.99
9,957.64
9,760.00
14,533.00
14,823.00
10,246.48
279.43
11,706.00
9,111.32

10,544.00
6,775.50
7,185.98
11,367.25
10,251.36
9,460.00
228.32
8,181.52
6,980.00

11,308.99
10,235.29
9,760.00
14,533.00
14,823.00
14,792.17
295.67
11,706.00
9,111.32

10,544.00
7,454.78
7,185.98
11,367.25
10,751.06
9,460.00
228.32
8,181.52
6,980.00

1,163.98
2,633.39
1,588.00
2,151.00
3,285.00
2,500.00
80.31
1,583.00
1,057.14

1,206.00
1,979.84
1,245.61
1,591.83
2,439.27
1,855.83
60.05
505.95
527.00

91,725.86

70,973.93

96,565.44

72,152.91

16,041.82

11,411.39

9,98,722.05

8,68,709.46

13,44,523.03

11,04,958.10

* Negative figure is the reported Net Current Assets.
Note: The above statistics does not include the investment figures of ECGC India Ltd
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LOANS TO HOUSING
& FIRE FIGHTING
31/3/04
84,148.00
43,100.00
26,894.00
35,626.34
28,921.96
1,000.00

31/3/03
68,894.00
42,111.00
21,249.92
37,114.00
27,940.00
_

,_

2,19,690.30 1,97,308.92

2,35,732.12 2,08,720.31

STATISTICS - INVESTMENTS

The investment in the market
securities of GIC is 48 per cent (52 per
cent last year). New India that has the
highest share of investments by value in
the market securities among all the
players dropped its share to 44 per cent
(54 per cent last year). Oriental has
market securities of 47 per cent the same
as in the previous year.

market securities. But it is unclear what
guides the investment policies of these
players as these seem to be varying when
the sole investor, that is the
Government, is controlling all of them.
The boards of each player will have to
approve their respective investment
policies, but what rationale goes into
making them?

GIC leads others. during the year in
increased invested funds at Rs. 1,370
crore, with the UIIC at Rs. 760 crore,
New India at Rs. 565 crore and Oriental
at Rs. 542 crore. National Insurance, that
showed the largest accretion in market
volumes of premiums in 2003-04, has
the lowest increase in the invested funds
at Rs. 140 crore.

New companies’ investments
The invested portfolio of the new
players at Rs. 1,850 crore has increased
by Rs. 350 crore. Their investment in
government securities is almost 50 per
cent of the total. The investment in
market securities is about 26 per cent.
In infrastructure it is about 16 per cent.
Bajaj-Allianz leads the new players
with total invested funds of Rs. 350
crores.

From the above analysis it is evident
that the established players have played
safe during the year by putting enhanced
funds in government securities and
reduced their exposure to the volatile

Conclusion
While the published figures would
indicate the pattern of investments

made and compliance with the
investment regulations by each insurer,
an analyst would be interested in
examining the income yields of each
segment and what objectives each
insurer has to protect its liquid assets
and to get the best returns out of them.
Finance management was never more
important than now to generate
adequate returns to the shareholders
and to inspire confidence in the
customers that their insurer is
financially solid to pay future claims.
There is a greater need now than
before for skilful fund management to
ensure that the premium rates for
customers remain within the limits
imposed by best management practices.

The author is retired CMD, The Oriental
Insurance Company Limited.

(Rs.in lakhs)
INFRASTRUCTURE &
SOCIAL SECTOR
31/3/04
1,05,170.00
77,231.00
38,762.00
70,452.69
39,329.75
1,000.00

INVESTMENT SUBJECT TO EXPOSURE
NORMS (INCLUDING OTAI)

OTHER THAN APPROVED
INVESTMENTS (OTAI)

Total

31/3/03
68,680.00
44,692.00
27,001.55
71,340.00
43,623.00

31/3/04
4,73,264.00
3,51,755.00
1,49,703.00
2,48,388.07
2,10,757.03
12,033.00

31/3/03
4,38,851.00
3,95,521.00
1,62,205.54
2,11,060.00
1,89,834.00

31/3/04
1,37,979.00
83,316.00
48,569.00
82,522.56
57,551.06
-

31/3/03
96,478.00
1,26,890.00
38,049.38
62,455.00
33,139.00

31/3/04
9,83,676.00
7,92,824.00
3,81,918.00
6,12,787.10
4,51,255.33
23,033.00

31/3/03
8,46,387.00
7,36,296.00
3,67,852.21
5,36,409.00
3,95,978.00

3,31,945.44 2,55,336.55

14,45,900.10

13,97,471.54

4,09,937.62

3,57,011.38

32,45,493.43

28,82,922.21

3,175.15
4,590.69
2,771.00
3,585.00
5,728.00
4,751.14
161.73
2,215.00
2,112.48

2,033.00
2,165.60
2,672.71
3,017.62
3,455.93
2,939.15
115.47
1,140.00
1,045.00

2,562.48
4,498.90
4,590.00
2,644.00
11,026.00
12,723.48
604.32
1,577.00
3,105.38

4,367.00
5,486.39
8,871.00
7,022.02
12,835.19
7,525.66
645.12
1,060.27
546.00

1,025.65
554.41
149.00
2,480.00
2,690.75
176.27
1,065.00
1,288.59

1,802.00
2,575.23
4,052.66
3,869.20
2,334.09
219.82
549.27
*(34.00)

18,210.60
21,958.27
18,709.00
22,913.00
34,862.00
34,766.79
1,142.03
17,081.00
15,386.32

18,150.00
17,086.61
19,975.30
22,998.73
29,481.45
21,780.65
1,048.96
10,887.75
9,098.00

29,090.19

18,584.48

43,331.56

48,358.67

9,429.67

15,368.27

1,85,029.01

150,507.45

3,61,035.63 2,73,921.03

14,89,231.66

14,45,830.21

4,19,367.29 3,72,379.65

34,30,522.44

30,33,429.65
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Work in Progress...
K. Nitya Kalyani

Time flies. Especially when one is busy.
The first five years of insurance sector
liberalisation have flown by already. It’s
almost five years to the day now that
the IRDA Act was passed and with that
the first formal step towards
developments that have changed the
insurance and the financial sector
considerably.
Exactly how? That is the question
that we explore in the next issue of
IRDA Journal.
This period has seen the advent of
over 20 new companies, about 200
brokers, agents enlisted with IRDA and
licensed by it, who are now coming up
for renewal of their licences in fact, third
party administrators in the field of
health insurance, new products including
aggressive, market oriented unit linked
policies and a proximity to detariffing
the non-life sector progressively.
The period has also seen the markets
dip and boom again but investment
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portfolios have eroded, to much
consternation. This has led to a niggling
feeling that it is time for scientific
underwriting to come to the fore, both in
non-life and life insurance.

ventures, regulation must follow.
In some matters – usually where social
and national concerns don’t translate
into commercial logic – regulation
leads, and business must tag along.

The IRDA has been busy with two
phases of its work during this period.
The first was the framing of regulations
following which, it turned around and

The issues that the Malhotra
committee
went
into
were
comprehensive. Beginning from the
historical and structural status of the
industry, the report analysed every
aspect of its working and recommended
some actions and reforms to set it on
the path of competitive growth.

Regulation, it is often
said, is work in progress.
And that’s a good thing
because business is
never static.

worked on implementing them and
ironing out teething troubles.
Regulation, it is often said, is work
in progress. And that’s a good thing.
Business is never static and, where it

What we will try to do in the next
issue is track how far we have come
along that path, how new developments
have shaped these courses and altered
them, and where we stand today in our
journey.
So look forward to a cross section
of views from within and outside
the industry assessing our progress
over five years in the next issue of
IRDA Journal.
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The Grand Vision

The Role of the Insurance Industry in Building Infrastructure

R. Krishnamurthy

Insurance industry funding of infrastructure last larger repercussions. If can catalyse
development says R. Krishnamurthy but insurers have to learn how to do it right.

Talk of infrastructure development in
any country, and the insurance industry
is at the centre stage of discussion.
Global insurance companies hold a
major part of their investment assets
in the infrastructure sector: by way of
direct loans, guarantees, equity and
mezzanine funding, subscription to bond
issues, warrants, convertibles and a host
of such financial instruments to
thousands of firms engaged in building
power plants, airports, highways,
telecom networks, steel mills, port
modernisation, township development,
hotels and a range of such projects
designed to upgrade or build physical
infrastructure.
The opening up of the insurance
industry in India had stoked such visions
of large investments pouring from the
new generation companies for building
infrastructure. The Malhotra committee
report that provided the rationale for
opening the insurance sector had made
detailed references to this benefit, and
during the subsequent debates in the
Parliament this aspect had received
prominent mention. The Rakesh Mohan
Committee Report on Infrastructure
had featured the benefits of
investments from insurance companies.
Expectations
There are three reasons why the
expectations from insurance companies
by way of infrastructure investment are
high worldwide.
The first is the sheer size of longterm funds mobilised by them from
policyholders. A simple analysis of the
experience of our Life Insurance
Corporation (LIC) shows that close to
three-fourths of the policies issued by it
are by way of long term saving contracts:
endowment and money-back policies
extending over a tenor of 15 years and
longer. Based on the trend of renewal
and early closure (lapse ratio), insurance

companies can clearly estimate the
available funds for long-term
investment from the policies in force, and
lock into assets matching with the
liabilities to policyholders.
The second aspect is their
purportedly better risk assessment and
risk
management
capabilities.
Insurance companies are in the very
business of covering risks. Compared to
commercial banks, worldwide insurance
companies are armed with a battery of
specialists to appraise complex
infrastructure projects, identify the core
risks present in them at various stages,
and take effective steps to hedge against

With the collapse of the
development banking
institutions in the country,
there is now an urgent need
for this role to be assumed
by a new set of institutions
for infrastructure projects.

such risks. Due to their involvement from
an early stage in every project, insurance
companies become familiar with the
management of the project, get to know
the key strengths and weaknesses of
promoters, and they exercise a proactive
role in resolving issues during
implementation and facilitating
turnaround when the projects are beset
with deeper problems.

toll fee contrary to its earlier assurances
and, later, in restructuring the financial
framework of the project. Likewise, the
long-term lenders and insurance
companies in UK have played a big role
in financing and subsequently
restructuring the financial fortunes of
the ambitious Euro-tunnel project.

In one of the cases involving complex
project funding by insurance companies
and other agencies to an elevated
railway project in Thailand in the last
decade, the long term lenders played a
crucial role in re-working the economics
of the project in the face of the
government’s decision to limit hiking the

The third aspect is that the
involvement of insurance companies
in
evaluating
the
risks
of
infrastructure projects and financing
them enhances the commercial
image of the project and opens the
door for bank finance and other cost
effective funding means to flow.
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As early insiders to the project, often
with presence on the boards of assisted
companies, insurance companies lend an
air of credibility to the projects assisted.
Based on such support, there are
instances elsewhere of infrastructure
projects seeking to make an early listing
in stock exchanges to raise public equity,
or venturing into expansion schemes
ahead of their earlier projections.
In India, in the decades of the 70s
and 80s, commercial projects that had
been appraised by the all India term
lending institutions such as ICICI and
IDBI were known to receive such
favourable attention at the IPO stage
and attract better terms from working
capital lenders. With the collapse of the
development banking institutions in the
country, there is now an urgent need for
this role to be assumed by a new set of
institutions for infrastructure projects.
Insurance companies are one of the
obvious choices.
Reality
It is relevant to assess whether our
insurance companies in the life and nonlife sectors are yet in a position to play a
leading role in the evaluation of
infrastructure projects and take an
active role in financing them.
On the resources front, as published
statistics show, the clout of insurance
companies is rapidly expanding. Most
new insurance companies have now
aggressively introduced long dated
saving products, having realised that
the potential for building larger corpus
on a consistent basis lies in marketing
long-term saving-oriented products such
as endowment policies and children’s
education schemes.
Several companies now offer
endowment products both on the
traditional ‘guaranteed’ basis as well as
on unit-linked platforms. While
meaningful experience in respect of
renewals and lapse ratio are yet to
emerge in the life business, going by the
profile of the policyholders attracted and
the current ticket size, the insurance
companies should be able to confidently
project the rate of accretion to their long-
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term resources, which can be parked in
good quality infrastructure loan assets.
On the deployment front, LIC has no
doubt been in the forefront of taking a
major role in assisting several power
projects, water work schemes, urban
sanitation, and others.
However the infrastructure
involvement of LIC and the other state
owned insurance companies hitherto is
by providing loans to projects promoted
by the Central PSUs or those coming up
in the state sector backed by the
guarantee of the governments
concerned. Insurance companies do not
subject the economics of such projects
to the type of scrutiny that private sector
lenders normally would, nor do they

Since the lending support to
government sector
infrastructure projects is
based on recourse to
government revenues,
insurance companies have
hitherto paid little attention
to commercial aspects in
designing and executing
the projects.

insist on sound pre-disbursement and
post-utilisation conditions. Often, the
loans are for a duration of seven to eight
years when the underlying project —
such as irrigation or water works —
would take two to three decades to reach
a stage of commercial viability (provided
other supportive measures are taken).
State governments raise large
amounts from insurance companies in
the name of state infrastructure
financing agencies without even having
any credible plan to spend it in
distinct projects. The funds are
mostly diverted to the state’s
consolidated finances, without
any accountability for utilisation.

Since the lending support to
government sector infrastructure
projects is based on recourse to
government revenues, insurance
companies have hitherto paid little
attention to commercial aspects in
designing and executing the projects.
Mercifully, this situation is now
poised for change. The new guidelines
recently announced by the Central
Government concerning private-public
participation in infrastructure projects
would hopefully provide a template for
long-term lenders to step in to finance
infrastructure projects on a professional
framework. The guidelines provide the
extent of maximum participation by the
state, the role of the private sector
participant and the rules concerning
bidding and contract awarding
procedures.
We are beginning to see several
projects reaching the appraisal stage
based on such public-private
participation, such as container
terminals,
building
railway
infrastructure to improve connectivity to
ports, cold storage chains and several
highway projects in the states.
Another reason for the declining role
of state-sponsored projects in the
infrastructure sector is the limited
availability of government guarantee for
the borrowings made in the name of the
state bodies. Most state governments
have over-reached their guarantee
commitments, and even the credibility
of their guarantees is increasingly
debatable.
It is relevant that till recently the
banking regulations had permitted
banks to evergreen the loan exposure to
state governments that are backed by
their guarantees. Banks were permitted
not to make any provision for delayed
payment of interest or principal
amortisations under governmentguaranteed loans.
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) had
made a sweeping change to this
regulation two years ago by asking banks
to make loss provisions for impaired
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loans to states and also assign full
capital risk weight for such loans. There
have been quite a few cases of default
by state governments in respect of
guaranteed borrowings, and open
demands made by states to lenders to
take a haircut on their guaranteed
commitments.
Insurers’
risk
assessment
capabilities
If the environment is thus becoming
conducive for insurance companies to
take on infrastructure schemes, are they
equipped to handle the work relating to
appraisal of the projects and offer
meaningful handholding support to the
promoters? The answer is, obviously, no.
Most insurance companies today
have only a treasury desk, which is
concerned with deploying policyholders’
funds in government securities, and a
limited operation through the equity
and debt traders (wherever not
outsourced) in respect of funds mobilised
under unit-linked schemes. Even where
insurance companies receive debt
proposals, their obvious choice is to
consider those backed by government
guarantees for the simple reason that
they do not have capabilities to appraise
project proposals that involve nonrecourse financing.
This points to the need for insurance
companies to seriously look at building
their internal project appraisal skills
and project risk management
capabilities. While most insurance
companies may not find the necessity to
create large project appraisal
departments, it is important to have a
set of core personnel with project
appraisal and/or investment banking
skills so that infrastructure projects can
be entertained actively.
Most insurance companies would
tend to debate the need to create such
in-house teams to undertake this work,
when they could outsource the function
and rely on external agencies to carry
out the function. From the perspective
of insurance companies, which are longterm players, it is important to build
in-house capabilities on this score, not

only to evaluate the new infrastructure
loan proposals, but also to continually
evaluate the quality and composition of
the existing portfolio.
Insurance companies need to take a
cue from the recent move of the IRDA
forbidding them to outsource the
investment function and making them
perform this role as in-house activity in
the interest of building their long term
capabilities, and as a sound measure to
protect the policyholders’ interests.
In the meantime, it is important for
insurance companies to establish close
linkages with established infrastructure
financing
agencies
such
as
Infrastructure Development and Finance
Company (IDFC) to explore co-financing

The involvement of
insurance companies in
evaluating the risks of
infrastructure projects and
financing them enhances
the commercial image of the
project and opens the door
for bank finance and other
cost effective funding means
to flow.

opportunities, and to benefit from the
high appraisal, risk evaluation and
management standards brought into
practice by such agencies.
Investment regulations
If a favourable environment for
development and financing of
infrastructure projects is emerging in
the country, do the insurance
regulations provide a supportive
environment?
There have been several discussions
in the past in IRDA Journal and other
forums about the rigidities in the
regulations relating to the investment
of controlled funds (i.e. policyholders’ and
shareholders’ funds) and the need to re-

align them in the light of the current
trends. At the core of the discussion is
the fact that the regulations had been
framed against the background of the
Government pre-empting a major slice
of the resources of banks and financial
institutions to finance the borrowing
programmes of Central and state
governments. There is now a genuine
need for a re-look at this requirement.
The best way to create a new mindset
is to ask insurance companies to create
the investment portfolio based on a mix
of assets bearing different credit ratings.
The investment regulations should
mandate
the
deployment
of
policyholders’ funds in terms of credit
rating attached to the investments
concerned, instead of demarcating
investments in terms of government
securities and ‘unapproved’ investments.
Insurance companies should be allowed
to invest only in instruments that are
credit rated, with the bulk of the
investments to be held in the form of
securities that bear the highest rating.
Obviously, Central Government
securities are triple-A rated, and the
securities issued by state governments
would fall under one or more credit
ratings below depending on the rating
enjoyed by the state.
The chief merit of emphasising
credit-rating based investment norms
is the sharpened awareness of the risk,
and the risk-mitigating exercises that
would need to engage the attention of
insurance companies. This will be
especially useful in the case of
infrastructure funding where the rating
attached to an investment instrument
at the time of investment might indicate
a high risk, but with progressive
implementation of the project, the risk
level could diminish, thereby improving
the rating of the instrument. Since the
return on the asset reflects its
underlying risk, insurance companies
would choose to park funds in an array
of infrastructure projects at various
stages so as to minimise the overall risk
and optimise the returns.
Insurance companies would also
consciously search for opportunities to
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take infrastructure investment
instruments that bear a high risk, and
the scope to ‘reinsure’ a portion of the
risk until such time the credit rating
improves. The market practices
in developed markets provide ample
opportunities for such inter-play
between insurance and re-insurance
companies so as to take active exposure
and at the same time remain exposed
on prudential lines.
There are several countries, notably
the US, which govern investment of
controlled funds by insurance companies
through the credit rating approach. Given
the growing sophistication of credit
rating agencies in our country, and their
extensive involvement in assessing the
infrastructure needs through in-house
research, the replacement of investment
guidelines in the insurance regulations
with a risk-based assessment would be
an ideal alternative.
The investment regulations should
also permit insurance companies to
extend support to infrastructure projects
by way of bonds, debentures, loans or any
such instrument. The objective behind
the current regulations that favour
investment by way of bonds is that, as

an instrument that can be actively
traded in the market, bonds provide
better liquidity option to the insurer. In
infrastructure financing, extending
financial support by way of bonds
carrying a bullet or staggered repayment

projects. Insurance companies abroad
earn sizeable fee income by assuming
contingent risks by extending
guarantees for a variety of purposes. We
need this facility to broaden the
investment and risk horizon of our
insurance companies.

The infrastructure sector
has been clubbed with the
‘social sector’ for
investments. While this was
acceptable in the early
stages , we should now make
it mandatory for insurance
companies’ funds to be
diverted to infrastructure
schemes with a sense of
mission.

The investment regulations
mandate that insurance companies
should deploy not less than 10 per cent
of their funds in the infrastructure
sector. The infrastructure sector
has, however, been clubbed with
the ‘social sector’ for this purpose.
While this was acceptable in the
early stage of opening the sector
when insurers had modest resources to
lock into long term projects, we should
now seriously consider making it
mandatory for insurance companies’
funds to be diverted to infrastructure
schemes with a sense of mission.

terms could be more risky than by way
of loans that amortise over the
productive life of the project. Likewise,
the regulations should also recognise the
role of insurance companies to provide
guarantee support to infrastructure

Write to us...
about what you want to see in IRDA Journal.
The Editor

IRDA Journal
Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority
5-9-58/B, Parisrama Bhavanam, III Floor,
Basheer Bagh, Hyderabad - 500 034
Or e-mail us at: irdajournal@irdaonline.org
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The Facilities We Need

— And What it Will Cost

esh Mohan Committee report on infrastructure is an exhaustive study on the infrastructure
The R ak
akesh
requirements of the country. This 1998 report touches upon the following infrastructure gaps which give
an idea of how much money it is all going to cost.
Power

The country needs to add 60,000 MW by 2002, with

private producers expected to contribute half of this capacity.
In contrast, 18,000 MW were added in the Eighth
Plan (1992-97) and a bare 1070 MW from Independent
Power Producers (IPPs) in the seven years since economic
reforms began.
SEBs need to be made financially viable before private
investment can flow in. The key to turning SEBs around is
reforming distribution.

Communications
Indias teledensity, around two fixed lines per 100
persons, is less than half that of Chinas (4.5) and one-fifth
of the worlds (10). Cellular telephony penetration is similarly
abysmal, at 0.1 per cent compared to 1.1 per cent for
China and two per cent for Malaysia.
Provided supply can keep pace, this demand
could explode to 31 million lines by 2001 and 64 million
by 2006 for basic services. Similarly, in the cellular sector,
demand could touch 2 million lines by 2001, growing to
5 million lines by 2006. Further, the demand for Internet
services could explode over 50 times in the next four
years, from 150,000 connections today to over eight
million in 2002.
Improved communications are not just basic to
industry, but are essential for attaining equally important
social objectives like distance education and tele-medicine
in rural and remote areas.
Digital technology has opened up unprecedented
possibilities in achieving these objectives by creating a
convergence between telecom and computers. Now the
same infrastructure can carry both data and voice. Hence,
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) can use digital technology
to offer all telecom services.
The challenge for policy makers is to harness this
emerging technology to spread teledensity at the
lowest possible cost, and to make available a full array of
value-added services.
The Governments far-sighted policy for
ISPs will help India leapfrog into the cutting edge of
convergent technology.

However, the Governments ISP policy has created
an asymmetry between ISPs and telecom operators, due
to the high license fees charged to the latter and none to
the former.

Roads
India faces severe, and worsening, strain on capacity
as annual growth in road length (less than five per cent)
has been less than half the growth in traffic (over 10 per
cent). What is worse, National and State highways, which
are just 10 per cent of the nations roads but carry 75 per
cent of the traffic, have grown at an even lower rate. The
emphasis, so far, has been on providing connectivity rather
than ensuring mobility on the high density corridors.
One reason for slow growth in road capacity is that
access to funds is restricted to inadequate budgetary
allocations. The Rakesh Mohan committee estimated a
need for Rs. 90,000 crore for National and State Highways
over 1996-2006. However, total expenditure (Centre and
States) in the Eighth Plan period (1992-97) was just
around Rs. 13,000 crore.
The Government must continue to play a dominant
role in this sector since most road projects have low financial
returns. Their viability depends on valuing externalities
(such as all-round economic development of a region)
which are captured only by the Government.
However, in projects which are financially
viable, private sector participation is feasible and should
be encouraged.

Ports
Currently, Indias 11 major ports handle 227 million
tonnes of cargo. This is projected to jump to 400 million
tonnes by 2000-01 and 650 million tonnes by 2005-06.

seven to 15 at Indian ports: the comparable figure for
Colombo is 25, for Singapore 30.

Pipelines
Demand for transporting petroleum products over
long distances is expected to total 54.6 million tonnes in
2001-2002 and around 87.3 million tonnes in 2006-07.
Pipeline transportation is the most efficient way of
moving petroleum products across long distances. In India,
barely 25 percent of long distance movement of petroleum
products is by pipelines. In contrast, in the developed
countries almost all such movement is through pipelines.
Around Rs. 30,000 crore is expected to be invested
over the next decade in setting up pipeline networks.

Urban Water and Sewerage
Indias urban population is ill-served by urban water
supply utilities. One out of five Indians has no access to
safe drinking water. The situation regarding sewerage is
worse: the coverage of organised sewerage systems ranges
from 75 per cent in class I cities to a pathetic 35 per cent
in class IV towns. Moreover, most of the sewerage is not
treated before being discharged.
Most urban water utilities are in a poor state. Their
assets are rapidly deteriorating; they have high leakage
rates, suffer widespread tampering with meters and theft
of water and achieve poor billing and collection rates. This
state of affairs is caused mainly by a non-market ambience
in water supply, in which the total revenues generated
from user charges do not even cover operations and
maintenance costs.

Around Rs. 25,000 crore will be required to meet the
expected increase in demand. However, the plan allocation
for ports was only Rs. 4,240 crore between 1990-97. The
need for attracting private sector funds has long been felt
but Government policies have not been conducive enough
to bring this about.

State Governments have tried to tackle these problems
by focusing on augmenting the supply of water but have
met with little success due to paucity of funds. The Planning
commission estimates sectoral investment needs of about
Rs. 15,000 crore per annum over the next 10 years. In
contrast, the Eighth Plan provided a meagre Rs. 5,700
crore for this purpose.

Indias ports need to become far more efficient. The
average ship turnaround time for Indian ports is seven
days: for Singapore it is six to eight hours. The number of
containers handled per ship per hour ranges between

Some State Governments have attempted Build
Operate and Transfer (BOT) agreements with the private
sector. But the inefficiencies in distribution have made
these schemes unviable.
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Hitting the Infrastructure Jackpot
— It’s in the Small Projects!
Chandru Badrinarayanan, through this article, tries to set off a thought process amongst insurance
companies to consider investing in small infrastructure projects.

A sk 10 people what comes first
to their mind when they think
infrastructure, nine of them would
say bridges, power structures, ports,
roads or telecom.
Most investment managers either
in banking, mutual funds or insurance
companies would also be among those
nine. Think slightly harder and we
may expand our scope to include
maybe dams and few other large
structures.
Somehow, we have come to
associate the word infrastructure with
gargantuan and mammoth structures.
Everything to do with infrastructure
may not come in Giant Packs. We have
the ‘sachet’ sized infrastructure
ventures also.
Would you not term a mini-hydel
plant tucked away in remote
mountain areas, powering nearby
settlements as an infrastructure
venture? What about garbage
recycling plants, water reservoir
projects in villages, water recycling
plants,
wind-powered
energy
generation units, solar powered units,
housing & dwelling units and parking
lots? Would they not qualify as
“INFRASTRUCTURE?”
Once we expand the horizon of the
term ‘infrastructure’ the next step is
to look into
t The viability of investing directly
in infrastructure projects
t The skill sets required for
assessing
the
repayment
(conversely the default) risk of such
projects
t Other
systems
(software,
database) required for lending, for
reviewing and tracking payments
t Any other associated benefits or
pitfalls
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Enough newsprint and bandwidth
has been spent on discussing the need
for investment in infrastructure and,
it is a given now that it benefits all
stakeholders in an economy. No
country can develop into a powerhouse
if investment into infrastructure is
curtailed.
Given that there is a general
agreement on the ‘necessity’ of
investment in infrastructure, let’s now
look at the issues stated above.
The viability of direct investment
Considering the evolutionary stage
at which our insurance industry is in

Everything to do with
infrastructure may
not come in Giant Packs.
We have the ‘sachet’
sized infrastructure
ventures also.

of risk assessment skill sets and
broadening
the
avenues
of
investment.
Looking at the issue from an
Asset-Liability Management angle,
with the kind of mix of liabilities
which insurance companies attract,
these seem to stretch across all tenors
– short to long. Therefore investments
in short payback infrastructure
projects
would
be
more beneficial. Further, most times
it does pay to run an ALM book
skewed with a positive or negative
gap across various buckets.
The skill sets required for
assessing repayment and default
risks
A major constraint in most
financial institutions (banks, mutual
funds, insurance companies) is that
there is a dearth of skill sets required
for assessing the default risk of
investments, especially those related
to infrastructure as also scientifically
pricing such assets.

at present, not all insurance
companies can afford to look at
investment in infrastructure a la LIC
or GIC and lend to large infrastructure
projects, directly or indirectly.

The most common route has been
to invest in bonds and debentures of
infrastructure companies, carrying
published ratings from rating
companies.

Companies with growing corpuses
have an option of ‘passive’ investment
in bonds and debentures of
infrastructure companies in small lots
(which may remain illiquid for quite
some time) or invest directly in miniinfrastructure projects.

But given that direct lending has
more benefits compared to indirect
lending, institutions need to develop
adequate skill sets to assess the
default risk.

Direct investment has many
advantages
vis-à-vis
indirect
investment, such as diversification of
risks, higher Return on Investment
(ROI), appropriate Risk adjusted
Return on Capital (RAROC), avoiding
disintermediation costs, improvement

In a sense, every rating (external
or internal) is a measure of default
risk. For example, CRISIL’s AA rating
denotes that the default risk of a
borrower carrying the rating is 0.2 per
cent, or the chance that a AA rated
borrower will default within one year
is 0.2 per cent. Default risk increases
as one goes down the rating scale.
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The process of arriving at a credit
rating is a judicious mix of objective
and judgemental processes, utilising
all available information. To arrive at
a credit rating, at a broad level the
elements of Financial risk, Business
risk, Management risk and Industry
risk need to be assessed. Each of the
four risk elements will have various
sub and sub-sub elements.
Each of the elements in the process
would have different weights and
these in turn need to be scored either
objectively or subjectively. A rating is
a weighted average score of various
elements converted into an easily
comprehensible term.
To arrive at the default risk for
each rating category, an institution
should have carried out the rating over
a period of at least three to five years.
Development of skill sets
internally for such default risk
assessments (Internal Rating
models) is not very difficult and
agencies such as CRISIL have
successfully imparted such skill sets
in the past to numerous banks and
financial institutions.
The point to be noted however is,
that there is no ‘one-size fits all’
solution for rating different projects
and each project type has its specific
flavour of risk and needs to be looked
at differently. A road project is as
different from a port project as would
the latter be from a power project.
Lending, for reviewing and
tracking payments
A cursory search on the net of the
term “Infrastructure Investment”
brings forth about 4.6 million results
and the most popular site seems to
be www.pennvest.state.pa.us which is
the official website of the
Pennsylvania
Infrastructure
Investment Authority. The site is a
real eye-opener on how an institution
can
go
about
investing
in
infrastructure projects. Pennvest
seeks to lend to infrastructure
projects solely in ‘three’ categories viz.,

Drinking water, Storm water and
Waste water.
To date, Pennvest has disbursed
millions of dollars to several projects
in the said three categories. But the
highlight of the investments are not
just the categories alone, it is also the
way in which the authority has gone
about locating investments.
The authority’s web site is
designed completely to assist
prospective loan seekers to apply onsite, to track the various stages of
their loan sanctioning process, submit

Considering the
evolutionary stage at which
our insurance industry is in
at present, not all insurance
companies can afford to look
at investment in
infrastructure a la LIC or
GIC and lend to large
infrastructure projects,
directly or indirectly.
documents in soft-form and also make
necessary payments and repayments
over the net.

Another pre-requisite of the
system is that it should be able to
assess the Credit Risk of various
categories of borrowers and to this
effect have a variety of rating modules
such as for say power, telecom, roads
or windmills.
Over a period of time, once its
history of ratings and default history
is built up, it would be able to move
towards a scientific “Loan Pricing”
framework, which would also aid in
computing the Risk Adjusted Return
on Risk (RAROC) for each loan
proposal.
Any other associated benefits or
pitfalls
With interest rates on the
downswing till a few months ago, it
was party time for most investment
managers with portfolios with older
higher rated paper. The situation has
now turned hot and is likely to become
more grilling in months to come. Now
is the time insurance companies have
to look at direct investments into
infrastructure projects according to
their respective corpus sizes and
make ready their own internal credit
appraisal and credit risk assessment
systems. This would ensure they hit
the jackpot before others wake up to
the potential.

The Pennvest site would give an
example of an interface with
customers. However the back-end
processes are as much important as
the front-end. A vital element of the
back-end process is a Credit
Appraisal
and
Credit
Risk
Assessment software system built
around a robust database and which
is fully automated.
A typical Credit Appraisal and
Credit Risk assessment software
system must enable users to access
the system across the enterprise with
varied access rights. The system
should be able to capture all presanction information of the borrower
and also help in doing thorough
financial analysis.

The author is Head – CRISIL Investment
& Risk Management Services, CRISIL
Ltd. The views expressed here his own.
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Low Risk, Good Returns
— Why Life Insurers Can Bank On Long Term Debt
For life insurance companies to meet liabilities spanning a long time-period, long-terms debt offers
a viable investment avenue, says Suresh Mathur, adding suggestions for the RBI to beef
up measures in this regard.

Life insurance companies require a
sound investment strategy in order to
grow their business and meet their
liabilities.
Long-term
debt
instruments provide a viable solution,
especially since the life insurance
business by its very nature calls for a
strategy that covers a vast time
period.
Present Scenario
At present, nearly three-fourths of
the debt instruments in India are
accounted for by Government
securities, of which a significant
volume is composed of Central
Government securities. The Central
Government, in the past, has issued
securities of various maturity profiles
ranging from one to 30 years. It is only
in the past two to three years that the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has
evinced interest in the need to develop
debt with a long-term maturity
structure.
Till the 1990s, most of the
government bond issuance was in the
form of plain vanilla fixed coupon
securities in order to enable the
market to meet the diverse funding
and hedging needs of its participants.
Today, a wide array of instruments
needs to be made available.
Risks faced by the life insurance
sector
Life insurance, by its very nature,
has traditionally been a contract
in which the policyholder pays
premium over a long time period in
return for the insurer taking on the
responsibility of making payments
of the contracted amount on the
happening of a contingency insured
for. Whereas the premium payments
are upfront, the contingency insured
for takes place at a relatively later
point of time. Therefore, life insurance
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companies have always
long-term investors.

been

Insurers also face risks that derive
from the assets they hold, their
liability profiles and the relationship
between the two. Life insurance
companies manage a portfolio of
claims that may have a payment
pattern stretching over several years.
The prudent approach to investment
of assets is to select a range of

The prudent approach to
investment of assets is to
select a range of
investments that is likely
to produce a cash flow, and
which matches the
expected cash outflow
required to meet the
liabilities.
investments that is likely to produce
a cash flow, and which matches the
expected cash outflow required to meet
the liabilities. The liabilities of an
insurance company can extend even
beyond 30 to 40 years. However, at
present, the longest maturity of any
fixed income security available in the
Indian market is 2032 for the
Government of India paper.
The excess of premiums received
after meeting the liabilities and other
expenses of management is called
surplus, which keeps increasing for a
growing company and has to be safely
invested. The investment is governed
by the investment policy of the
organisation,
the
regulatory
framework as well as the overall
investment environment. The

controlled funds of the insurer have
to be kept invested in the manner
specified under the Insurance Act,
1938 and investment regulations
made thereunder. There are separate
stipulations for different funds, viz.,
Life, Group and Superannuation, Unit
Linked Business, etc.
As per regulatory requirements, at
least 50 per cent of the controlled
funds have to be invested in Central,
state government and other approved
securities. The argument in favour of
G-Secs is well known: absence of
credit risk, liquidity and fulfillment
of statutory requirements. While
these are seen to be giving lower
yields, in the light of falling yields and
compressing spreads that have been
witnessed in the recent past, it has
remained a moot point for the insurers
as to whether they should be entering
the market by purchasing higher rated
risk bearing corporate paper for yield
pickups.
The insurers will generally find
themselves left with at least some
mismatch between assets and
liabilities despite their best efforts.
The risk borne by the Indian insurer
at present is not concomitantly linked
to the policyholder’s life expectancy,
as the volumes of annuities are not
very significant and private pension
schemes have not yet taken roots. In
fact, the insurer guarantees the
policyholder a minimum return on
invested sums. Hence the need to
structure their asset portfolio in a
manner that they can generate more
than guaranteed returns at an
optimal level of risk.
Suggestions
Matching of assets and liabilities
should not be the only guiding principle
for an insurance company to decide its
investment strategy. Various
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suggestions that have been made on
this issue are as follows:
t The insurance business, being a
seasonal one, receives most of the
inflows in the last three months of
the financial year. RBI can issue
government securities especially
for insurance companies during
this period in order to meet the
specific requirements of these
companies. There can be a
separate window opened by RBI
for insurance companies for the
purchase and sale of securities.
t Floating rate G-Secs can be used
to mitigate interest rate risk.
However, the proportion of floating
rate G-Secs to the total G-Sec
portfolio only stands at three per
cent currently. A conscious increase
in the same by the RBI may go a
long way in insulating the
insurance sector from interest rate
risks.
t RBI is actively pursuing the
creation and development of a
Separate Trading for Registered
Interest and Principal of
Securities (STRIPS) market. The
longer duration STRIPS are
expected to find natural demand
from insurance companies who

typically
have
long-term
liabilities. Besides, STRIPS will
help in addressing the assetliability mismatch problem of
insurance companies as well as the
reinvestment risk faced by them.
t In extreme situations, the RBI can
provide the refinancing facility to
insurance companies for a
temporary period of time. This will
help in reducing the liquidity concern

The maximum maturity
(of government paper)
needs to be gradually
elongated from 20 years to
40 years based on the life
insurance market’s
requirements today.
in the longer maturity segment.
t The infrastructure sector bonds,
which are guaranteed, need to be
classified separately. Insurance
companies may be allowed to
include Government guaranteed
infrastructure bonds within the
definition of G-Sec limit. This will

help in increasing the overall yield
of the portfolio.
t Introduction
of
long-term
government securities with term in
excess of 45 years.
t Introduction of Index linked
government bonds to guard against
long-term compounded inflation.
t Introduction of zero coupon bonds
to mitigate the reinvestment risk
in a decreasing interest rate
environment and also reduce the
asset-liability duration gap.
The RBI needs to take significant
steps towards deepening and
widening the Government securities
market, both in its primary and
secondary segments, in the near
future. These include elongation of the
maturity profile in bond issuances,
retailing of government securities
through non-competitive bidding, and
introduction of uniform price auctions
on an experimental basis. The
maximum maturity needs to be
gradually elongated from 20 years to
40 years based on the life insurance
market’s requirements today.
The author is Deputy Director, IRDA. The
views expressed here are his own.
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Infrastructure Funding Without Tears
— The demand for infrastructure is growing, as are the plans to meet it
Port sector investment has seen many changes in approach, and the recent ideas implemented to
ensure revenues and returns bode well for this to be a good choice for the portfolios of insurance
companies, says K. Nitya Kalyani.

F or insurance majors, lending to
infrastructure projects represents a
unique, stable and solid addition to
their portfolio. By their very nature,
infrastructure
projects
are
homegrown (cannot be whisked away
in the middle of the night) short
gestation and long utility facilities
offering a steady flow of income. The
assets are tangible and meant for long
term usage. And with the shortage of
port and related infrastructure
relative to growing demand, capacity
utilisation and revenues can be
dependably high.
Generic issues applicable for all
funding apply to such investments of
course, and, in addition, there are
some specific sectoral characteristics
of the infrastructure market.
t

Does the borrower have the ability
to pay?

t

Does the borrower have the
willingness to pay? (Directly a
function of the past record of the
borrowers as well as their
business philosophy.)

t

Is the business plan adequate?

t

Is the management professional
and competent and does it have
true freedom to manage the affairs
of the entity?

Sectoral issues
The development of ports and
related infrastructure has a peculiar
set of challenges to address. The
initial investment is massive and the
facility has to be unique to reach
commercially feasible capacity
utilisation levels.
Competition, though desirable
and usually leading to better service
levels, can become counterproductive
in this sector with breakeven periods
lengthening. Hence the new trend
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towards creating competition in
the management of competing
infrastructure within the same
facility rather than creating a
competing facility.
Given this framework here
are some of the several issues
that have to be considered by
potential investors, and some of the
opportunities
that
present
themselves in the Indian economy at
the present state of its development.
Traffic levels and potential users
are always difficult to predict in the
long term because of the very long

In the case of port sector,
the viability of the project
can be further improved
by entering into a long
term agreements with key
potential users through an
MoU or even by offering
an equity stake to a
potential user.

horizon that typical infrastructure
projects have. Lenders can therefore
have access to equally competent
advice on the viability and
sustainability of an infrastructure
project as the borrower himself has.
Therefore, this concern can be
addressed with the help of competent
professional advice.
With regard to port infrastructure
projects, the broad national
perspective
looks
extremely
promising. India’s GDP is growing at
the rate of at least seven per cent.

Indian industry has matured and the
service sector has performed
spectacularly. Indian goods and
products are increasingly gaining
acceptance overseas. The Government
also has fairly encouraging policies
and, most importantly, changes in
guard at the centre have not resulted
in any significant policy shift, thereby
promising policy stability economic
issues including those related to
international trade.
The new Foreign Trade Policy
aims at a target of $150 billion by
2009 which will translate into a sharp
rise of 1.5 per cent of total
international trade. While this is
ambitious, it is eminently achievable.
World trade itself is growing at an
average of 3.5 per cent a year which
augurs well for sustained growth.
Notwithstanding the spectacular
achievement of the Indian services
sector, in particular information
technology (IT) and IT enabled
services (ITES), merchandise exports
have done equally well and continue
to show great promise.
Equally important is the Indian
imports trade which is also growing,
thereby assuring two way traffic for
any port infrastructure project.
A quick glance at some of the
future plans of core industries,
particularly steel and power plants
reveals a rosy picture of sustained
development, which in turn
guarantees imports of raw material
and export of finished products on a
scale not seen till now. All this augurs
well for port projects.
State governments have also
realised the importance of industrial
and other business investments, and
are pegging the exploitation of their
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resources to locating manufacturing
facilities in their region. This in turn
will trigger off development of port
infrastructure on nearby coastal
locations. A case in point is the Orissa
Government which has stipulated in
the tender that iron ore mining rights
will be given to investors who locate
manufacturing facilities within
the state.
The fly in the ointment remains
the
woeful
inadequacy
of
infrastructure per se.
The
National
Highway
Development Project ushered in by the
previous Government is the first
example of a major modern highway
network attempted in the country after
close to 400 years. The impressive
progress of this project (about 11 kms
per day being added) and the unique
funding mechanism which has proved
to be a successful model have served
to underscore the necessity of
infrastructure projects, the country’s
ability to implement them and the
attractiveness of such projects as
business models.
In an Indian context, highway
projects are amenable for annuity
schemes which have proved to be
preferable to tolling or shadow tolling.
In the case of the ports sector, the
viability of the project can be further
improved by entering into long term
agreements with key potential users.
This can be done either by the MoU
route or, in the case of private ports,
even by offering an equity stake to a
potential user. Apart from ensuring a
long term customer, base traffic and
fixed source of revenue, the presence
of a major customer also helps
enormously in the marketing of the
port project.

provided they are implemented
through a special purpose vehicle
(SPV).
Another
major
aspect
of
infrastructure projects is the fact that
sheer economic pressure on existing
infrastructure is forcing the policy
makers to ensure that there is
adequate thrust on improvement of
infrastructure.
For example, the steel industry is
poised for spectacular growth. SAIL
is planning to increase production to
20 million tonnes by 2010 (current
capacity 11 million), Tata Steel to
eight million (current capacity four
million) Jindal Vijayanagar to eight
million (currently two million), Essar
Steel from three to six million and

project being considered that of BHP
- Billiton/Posco to build a 10 million
tonne steel plant in Orissa. Inward
flow of raw material and outward flow
of finished products simply do not
have adequate infrastructure
facilities and mega investments in
this sector are now no longer a
preference but an imperative. In that
sense, investment in infrastructure is
recession proof.
In these days when insurance
companies are finding their
staple income stream, their
investment portfolio, facing falling
returns and eroding values, port
sector infrastructure investment is an
ideal solution.

Another major aspect of
infrastructure projects is
the fact that sheer economic
pressure on existing
infrastructure is forcing the
policy makers to ensure
that there is adequate
thrust on improvement of
infrastructure.

Ispat from 2.5 to six million tonnes
per annum.
There is also a mega investment

Captive berths or captive jetties
are dedicated port projects set up by
the end user himself and are limited
in scope and ability to handle different
types of cargo since they cater to a
single entity’s traffic profile. This kind
of project comes readymade with
utilisation and revenue promises
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Data, Data Everywhere…
…But not a database, rue actuaries
The health of a medical insurance industry hinges on scientific calculation of risk based on an
extensive and accurate database. However, the Indian health insurance industry is crippled by the fact
that over the years very little data has been statistically compiled, which makes it difficult for actuaries to
assess the risk and price the products. Michael Sze examines the issue and suggests remedies. This
article carries forward the health insurance theme of our October 2004 issue.

Health insurance, though still in its
infancy in India, is growing fast. What
frustrates many professionals in this
area is the severe lack of statistical data
for cost analysis and policy setting. This
article provides an account of past
efforts of data collection and describes
some recent initiatives in this area.
Worldwide ageing crisis
The past century has witnessed
substantial improvements in mortality
rates across the world. Consequently,
as shown in the following graph, the life
expectancy at birth has increased to over
70 years in many countries.
On the parallel, there has been a
substantial decline in the total fertility
rates in many countries. In countries such
as Japan, Italy and Germany, the current
total fertility rates are substantially
below the population sustainable level
of 2.1. As a result, the working population
in these countries will shrink while the
retired population will increase.
The population graphs of the US
prove the point – the bulging portion of
the graphs continues to move upwards,
causing an ever- increasing dependency
ratio (defined as the size of the
population over age 60 divided by the
population between ages 15 and 60).
The ageing of the population,
together with the resulting increase in
dependency ratios, has a dramatic
impact on pension and healthcare costs,
as demonstrated in the following graphs
taken from a World Bank study by
Estelle James. The countries with higher
dependency ratios generally have higher
pension and healthcare costs.
Overview of Indian demography
A demographic study of the Indian
population reveals that there have been
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substantial decreases in both birth rate
and death rate in the past century.
However, the death rate is decreasing
more sharply than the birth rate. As a
consequence, the percentage population
below age 15 has a continuous decline.
Because the total fertility rate in India
is still around three per cent, there are
still increases in both the percentages
of the working and the retired
population.

The ageing of the
population, together with
the resulting increase in
dependency ratios, has a
dramatic impact on pension
and healthcare costs.

Nevertheless, the healthcare
challenges for India are three-fold:

t For the age group below age 15, there
needs to be significant improvement
in the quality and coverage of
healthcare facilities and nutrition to
reduce childhood mortality rate.
t The population in the 15-59 age
group is basically healthy. However,
there tend to be increases in lifestyle
diseases, together with more
accidents and traumas. Better
health education is needed.
t The retired population of 60 and
above is living longer. However,
many in the age group, especially
women, are in poor health. Further
improvement in healthcare facilities
and living habits will enhance the
quality of life.
Statistics from the World Health
Organization (WHO) and the United
Nation International Children
Education Fund (UNICEF) are
revealing:

Health Insurance Companies
Life Companies
Company
State Company
LIC
Private Companies
ICICI - Prudential
Birla - Sun Life
HDFC - Standard

Data Source: IRDA

Market
Share %
92.00
2.96
1.21
1.08

Company
State Companies
National
New India
Oriental
United India
Subtotal
Private Companies
Bajaj Allianz
Cholamandalam
ICICI - Lombard
IFFCO - Tokyo
Reliance
Royal Sundaram
Tata AIG
Subtotal

General Companies
Premium
(in Millions)

No. of
Policies

2,026.4
3,900.0
1,870.0
1,831.7
9,628.1

5,22,910
9,55,767
4,00,190
1,78,050
20,56,917

106.3
12.2
134.2
95.4
51.8
95.3
328.2
823.4

16,883
1,445
799
12,578
934
23,271
91,700
1,47,610
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t Total Indian population in 2001:
1,025 million
t GDP per capita: US$1,461
(Approximately Rs. 67,000)
t Life expectancy at birth: 60.1 for male
/ 61.7 for female
t Healthy life expectancy at birth: 51.5
for male / 51.3 for female
t Child mortality rate (per thousand):
89 for male / 98 for female
According to WHO, in 2001, the total
health expenditure of India as a
percentage of the GDP was 4.9 per cent,
of which the Government paid only 0.9
per cent. The rest was paid by
individuals out of their own pockets. This
compares with 14.4 per cent in the US ,
half of which is government paid, and
8.7 per cent in Canada, 70 per cent of
which is government paid.
As per World Bank data, in 2003, the
total health expenditure of India was six
per cent, of which 1.73 per cent was
government paid, and 4.5 per cent was outof-pocket expenses of private individuals.
Of Government expenditure, threequarters were from state and local
governments, and one-quarter from the
Central Government. Of the total expense,
one-sixth was for pharmaceuticals, and the
rest for healthcare.
The tables and the graphs in the
following pages show the coverage in
millions of public and private healthcare
arrangements.
The data was estimated from
assessments by Bearing Point on Health
Insurance, and the websites of the
Central Government Health Scheme

(CGHS) and the Employee State
Insurance Scheme (ESIS). In total, less
than 10 per cent of the population has
public or private healthcare coverage.
Much broader coverage is needed.

t Providing financial security against
healthcare risk

The greater share of the health
insurance market is with the state
companies. Among general insurance
companies, the market share of the state
companies is 92.1 per cent by premium
and 93.3 per cent by number of policies.
This indicates that the average size of
the policy premium is larger for the
private companies.

Because of the rapid development of
healthcare services, there is an urgent
demand for accurate medical data by
different stakeholders of the healthcare
system, such as:

There was a large increase in health
insurance in India from 2002 to 2003.
While the percentage premium increase

Absence of a systematic and
scientific health statistics
database had resulted in
major deficiencies in proper
pricing of healthcare
insurance.

was 195 per cent for private companies
and 60 per cent for public companies,
the percentage increase in the number
of policies sold was 78 per cent and 60
per cent, respectively. Again, this shows
that the average size of policy premium
is bigger for private companies.
Such developments also contribute
to the economy of India by:

t Enhancing the physical health of the
population
t Providing capital for economic growth

t By the government, in order to better
assess the country’s healthcare
priorities
t By healthcare providers, to better
allocate medical facilities and
services to areas where they are more
urgently needed
t By insurance companies, for more
appropriate healthcare plan designs,
and more accurate determination of
insurance premium. Indeed, without
proper
data
to
determine
appropriate premiums, on the one
hand, many insurance companies
have complained of insurance losses,
and on the other hand, other
companies have expressed concerns
that premiums may be too high. In
addition, many consumers have
complained of inadequate coverage
in some areas and excessive coverage
in others.
The concern over the lack of reliable
healthcare data has been expressed by
various groups of healthcare
professionals. In the National Health
Plan, 2002, the Union Health Ministry
expressed concern that in the current
scenario, the absence of a systematic and
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t Regulate insurance companies
effectively
t Monitor quality of care to safeguard
consumers

scientific health statistics database had
resulted in major deficiencies in proper
pricing of healthcare insurance.
The Federation of Indian Chambers
of Commerce and Industry (FICCI)
conducted a survey in 2003, in which
147 organisations, including life and
non-life insurance companies, insurance
consultants and intermediaries,
participated. Queried on the factors
hindering the development of health
insurance, 79 per cent cited lack of
adequate data as a major concern. This
was second only to inadequate
supervision of healthcare service
providers.

The Subgroup will start
with a pilot project to collect
data from a few selected
TPAs in order to iron out
the procedure, ensure
confidentiality and
integrity of the data, and to
determine the compatibility
of data from different
sources.

The Health Insurance Working
Group was formed at a meeting
convened by IRDA on September 2,
2003. The Work Group noted that the
lack of standards for data systems had
been the cause for failing to:
t Price policies fairly
t Manage medical institutions well
t Allocate public resources for
healthcare wisely

Following the initial meeting of the
Group, BearingPoint conducted
exploratory meetings with TPAs (Third
Party Administrators- Health Services)
and insurers to test the feasibility for data

collection through the use of information
readily available on policy application
forms and claim forms. Also explored was
the practicality of data transfer.
Initial results of the TPA visits are
encouraging. All the TPAs are very cooperative. There is enough uniformity
in the available data to suggest the
possibility of meaningful aggregation of
the data collected from different TPAs.
Data collection may not be too difficult,
since most TPAs are highly automated
and hence data may be collected
electronically. It should be noted,
however, that this data will mainly be
concentrated on private hospitals
catering to a high-end clientele.
A Joint Working Group was formed
by the Ministry of Information
Technology to develop a Framework for
the
Information
Technology
Infrastructure for Health in India. The
Joint Working Group included
representatives
of
all
major
stakeholders. The Framework has been
completed and adopted by the Working
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Group and presented to the Health
Insurance Work Group at their January
2004 meeting. The Framework report,
“Technology Infrastructure for Health in
India”, detailed the format of the
information required for a health
database.
It also adopted an
international accept coding system for
diseases. Information concerning the
Framework is available at the website,
www.mit.gov.in/telemedicine/home.asp
As a follow-up on the effort of
BearingPoint, a Health Insurance Data
Subgroup was formed in January 2004 with
the mandate to establish the Healthcare
Database. Members of the Data Subgroup
include representatives from:
t Insurers
t TPAs
t Insurance consultants
t IRDA
The Data Subgroup is to present a
quarterly report to the Health Insurance
Work Group.
However, there are still many issues
to be resolved before actual data
collection can begin. These include the
following:
t The availability of data in a unified
format, and with sufficient detailed
breakdowns
t A test of the degree of compatibility of
the data sets from different TPAs
t Issues concerning the retrieval and
storage of the data
t Issues on the update mechanism of
the data

t Issues on control of use of the data
It is anticipated that the Data Subgroup
will initiate the following activities:
1. Sharing of currently available data.
The Subgroup will start with a
pilot project to collect data from a few
selected TPAs in order to iron out the
procedure, ensure confidentiality and
integrity of the data, and to
determine the compatibility of data
from different sources. It will also
attempt the initial merger of data for
statistical analysis and use. Analysis
will be made to assess the cost of
storing and use of the data.
2. Enhancing and standardizing data
coding. The Subgroup will promote
the use of internationally accepted
standardized diagnostic coding of
medical claims. It will work out a
mechanism to ensure linkage of
exposure to claims, capturing claim
frequency, severity, etc. in the process.
3. Devising facilities to handle
alternative forms of insurance. This may
include the structural coding procedure
for other forms of insurance and
healthcare delivery systems.
In performing the above functions,
the Subgroup may need to develop:
t Alternative coverage forms
t Better understanding of healthcare
provisions
t Quality control mechanisms
t Insurer / provider negotiations.
These factors make it evident that
there is substantial need for actuarial
expertise in designing the system
because:

t The system must capture all items
needed for actuarial analysis and
insurance pricing
t The system must allow for easy
retrieval and frequent updates
t There must be dichotomy of data by
age, sex, industry, occupation and
policy size
t The system must be able to track
different coverages by family status,
including single, family, and family
with children.
t Actuarial expertise is also required
to test the system, for retrieving the
data for actuarial analysis and for
the construction of mortality and
morbidity tables.
We may, therefore, anticipate
much development in the healthcare
systems in India. The construction of
a health database is very important,
both for the industry and for
the insurance companies the actuaries
are serving. My recommendations
to actuaries with substantial experience
on data collection and mortality/
morbidity constructions are to
participate in the development phase of
the databases, and to provide help in
the construction and testing of
the database. My recommendation
to other actuaries is to follow the
development closely so as to be
prepared for possible new guidelines on
actuarial assumptions derived from the
use of the database.
The author works for BearingPoint. The
article has been adapted from a paper to
accompany a presentation on the same topic
at the Sixth Global Conference of Actuaries
in Delhi on February 18-19, 2004.
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Germs And More Germs
— Hospital Acquired Infections Cost a Lot!
Even as the Indian population is waking up to the concept of health insurance, insurers need
elkar
Dr.. Uday KKelkar
elkar..
to reckon with alarmingly huge bills from hospital-acquired infections, says Dr

T he Indian healthcare industry is
growing at a rapid pace. Highly skilled
manpower, rapid transfer of worldclass medical equipments, and
expanded use of information
technology have ensured that
healthcare facilities here are as good
as anywhere else in the world. Aided
by an affluent and growing middle
class, the healthcare industry,
estimated at around Rs. 1,500 billion,
has demonstrated a phenomenal
growth of over 13 per cent per annum
over the past decade.
According to a CII-McKinsey
study, health coverage for all can
be attained by 2020 with mandated
insurance in urban areas and
high public subsidies in rural areas.
The report also states that
health insurance has the highest level
of risk among the different types
of insurance. The average claim
value under the Mediclaim policies
in the metros and semi-metros has
risen from Rs. 8,500 in 1995 to
Rs. 30,000 in 2002 (IRDA Journal,
December 2003). The health
insurance sector is poised for
even more rapid growth in the
future. The voluntary health
insurance market, estimated at
Rs. four billion, is expected to be
Rs. 130 billion by 2005.
Patient care in the country is
provided in facilities that range from
highly equipped clinics and
technologically advanced tertiary care
hospitals to under-equipped frontline
basic facilities. The quality of care,
available in both the public and
private sectors, has come under
scrutiny. While unhygienic conditions
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and poor services have been more or
less been accepted as the norm in
government-run hospitals, there are
also increasing complaints of poor
quality in the private sector, as well.
Despite admirable progress in
healthcare, infections continue to
develop in hospitals on a rather
regular basis. Hospitals are not
always a place where patients get
better. On the other hand, they can
give rise to various complications over
and above the original disease,

Hospitals are not always a
place where patients get
better. On the other hand,
they can give rise to
complications over and
above the original disease,
usually as a result of
infections.

usually as a result of a HospitalAcquired Infection (HAI). These cost
money, and sometimes a lot of money,
to the payor.
HAI, also known as nosocomial
infection, is a term used for an
infection that
is acquired by
the patient while he/ she is
admitted in a hospital. From the
patient’s perspective, HAIs are a
hazard of getting admitted to a
hospital. These are difficult to
diagnose and treat, drain pockets and
may even be fatal. The economic costs
of these infections result largely from
the added length of stay in the

hospital and the additional use of
medical and therapeutic resources
including antibiotics.
Nosocomial infection rates vary
amongst the healthcare facilities.
Data from the London Office of Health
Economics suggests that the typical
rate of HAI is around 10 per cent1
There are no authentic figures in
the Indian scenario to assess the
incidence of such infections – in fact
very few studies appear to have been
carried out. But experts from some
leading hospitals have been quoted by
a newspaper article as commenting
that the incidence is as high as 50 per
cent of the total infections. Published
Indian data on these rates is limited
and cannot be taken as representative
data of the true scenario in the country.
We have analysed the data for
Pune, a large city in Western India,
depicting the economic cost of HAI to
the society. There are about 15
hospitals in Pune in the organised
sector, i.e., having a defined
management structure and a bed
strength of over 50. The bed strength
of these hospitals put together
is
around
4,730.
In
the
unorganised sector, there are
about 2,500 beds available, making
the grand total 7,230.
If the average stay of a patient in
a hospital is taken as seven days,
these hospitals together cater to 7,230
´ 52 weeks = 3,75,960 patients over a
period of one year. If the factor for
occupancy is adjusted at 80 per cent,
a more realistic figure of 3,00,000
patients can be taken.

FOLLOW THROUGH

If the rate of HAI were assumed at
20 per cent (the actual figure could
even be higher), 60,000 patients would
require a prolonged stay for complete
recovery. Sacks & McGowan have
proved that nosocomial infections
prolong hospital stay by up to 13.3
days 2 ; this is twice as long as the
normal stay . Treating this infection
would require antibiotic therapy for
at least five days. The cost of the
antibiotics would vary depending upon
the affordability to the patient, the
nature of the infection and several
other factors. If the cost of antibiotic
therapy is taken as Rs. 100 per day,
the medicine cost works out
to 60,000 ´ 100 ´ 5 = Rs. 3,00,00,000,
or Rs. 3 crore.
Indians dislike staying in
hospitals, as most of them pay for it
from their own pockets. They therefore
pressurise the doctors to discharge the
patients as soon as they get
reasonably well. This is in stark
contrast to the fully insured
population of the West. With the
inroads by health insurers as payors,
this mindset is definitely going to
undergo a change, as the prolonged
stay is not going to cost the patient.
Taking present conditions and
averaging the additional stay to be for
about five days, the additional
expenditure incurred in a five-day
stay in a hospital, when the basic
minimum costs like the room rent,
food, disposables, disinfectants and
other accessories are taken into
account, would be about Rs. 2,250 per
patient at the minimum. This would
vary according to the geographical
location of the hospital, social class
and affordability of the patient.
Thus, for an estimated 60, 000
patients affected annually with HAI,
the approximate cost would work out
to around Rs. 13.5 crore.
A decrease in HAI from 20 per cent
to a modest 10 per cent (which is still

twice the international standards of
five per cent) would result in gross
savings of Rs. 6.67 crore per year.
There are an estimated 15,097
hospitals, accounting for roughly
8,70,000 beds in India in the
organised sector alone . Thus, the
money saved annually when applied
to the entire available beds in India
would be Rs. 1,624 crore - a mindboggling number.
Reducing HAI is all about
implementing infection control
practices and guidelines meticulously.
There is a need to establish, update
and revise hospitals’ treatment
protocols to stay abreast of new
advances in the infection control arena.

By bringing down the rate
of hospital-acquired
infections by half, the
money saved annually in
India would be Rs. 1,624
crore - a mind-boggling
number.

All large hospitals should
have infection control teams
consisting of representatives from
medical, nursing, pharmaceutical,
microbiological and administrative
departments. Routine surveillance
can reduce infection in the hospital by
about a third, thus reducing the cost
of healthcare to the payor and improve
the morbidity and mortality figures
of the hospital.
The concept of accreditation of
hospitals in India is almost
non-existent and hospitals are still
self-regulated healthcare providers that
often neglect the aspects of monitoring
and preventing HAI. The lack of any
kind of quality assurance mechanisms,
such as accreditation, makes it difficult
for people to select healthcare providers

and also limits their capacity to
demand optimum services.
If only the healthcare providers are
compulsorily made to monitor the
infections acquired by the patients
during their stay in hospitals and
be compelled to initiate measures to
bring down these rates, the benefit to
the society could be huge. That the
hospitals would also benefit in the
long run is an obvious corollary.
The establishments should be
encouraged to document infections by
monitoring and surveillance measures
and the same should also be carried
out by a third party or an external
agency for obvious reasons.
The insurance industry is expected
to be the main driver for raising
quality consciousness and defining
standards. The opening up of the
health insurance sector to private
participation should make it
imperative for healthcare providers to
ensure quality. There is a growing
demand from consumers for better
quality healthcare, especially from the
middle classes. In this context, there
is a need to explore the potential of
various mechanisms for ensuring safe,
high quality healthcare that is viable,
affordable and accountable.
References:
1
Plowman R.P., Graves N.,
Roberts J. A. Hospital Acquired
Infection. London: Office of Health
Economics; 1997.
2
Sack, T., & McGowan, J. E. (Eds).
International Symposium of Control
of Nosocomial Infection. Review of
Infectious Diseases, 1981; 3(4).

The author is a clinical microbiologist
with special interest in hospital infection
control.
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àH$meH$ H$m g§Xoe
T>m±MmJV VWm ~r_m joÌ _| {Zdoe H$m Am§V[aH$ g§~ÝY h¡&
T>m±MmJV {Zdoe b§~o g_` H$s {Z{Y`m| na Am{lV hmoVm h¡
VWm ~r_m H§$n{Z`m± Eogo Adga XoIVr h¢, {Og_| gån{Îm`m|
VWm Xo`Vm Ho$ g_Vwë`Z Ho$ {bE bå~o g_` Ho$ XñVmdoOm| _|
{Zdoe {H$`m Om gHo$& ~r_mH$Îmm© EH$ H$ånÞ H$aZo dmbr
Am{W©H$ d¥{Õ, {OgH$m X~md T>m±MmJV joÌ Ho$ {dH$mg go hmo,
XoIVm h¡& {ZOr joÌ Ho$ {bE ~r_m CÚmoJ Ho$ Imobo OmZo H$m
n[aUm_ T>m±MmJV joÌ _| {dH$mg Ho$ ê$n _| à{V\${bV hwAm h¡,
{Og_| ~S>r g§»`m _| {ZOr joÌ gpå_{bV hwAm h¡& Omo bmoJ
~r_m joÌ _| gwYmam| H$s dH$mbV 90 Ho$ XeH$ Ho$ àma§^ _| H$aVo
aho, CÝhm|Zo `h H$hm Wm {H$ AH${dab ~r_m CÚmoJ T>m±MmJV
joÌ Ho$ {dH$mg _| {Zdoe H$m EH$ ~S>m òmoV hmoJm&

Bg A§H$ Ho$ gmW h_ Bg OZ©b Ho$ àH$meZ Ho$ Xmo df©
nyao H$a aho h¢& Bg g_` Ad{Y _| `h àH$meZ CËH¥$ï>
à~§Y H$m¡eb Ho$ ê$n _| _hËdnyU© g§Mma Ho$ ê$n _| ~mOr bJmZo
dmbm| VWm CÚmoJ Ho$ _Ü` OmZm OmZo bJm h¡& Bg à{H«$`m _|
`h AnZo AmnH$mo nwZ: n[a^m{fV ^r H$a ahm h¡&
{Xg§~a A§H$ {deof dm{f©H$ A§H$ hmoJm VWm Cg nW H$mo
H|${ÐV H$aoJm, {Og na {nN>bo nm§M dfm} _| AmB©AmaS>rE
A{Y{Z`_ Ho$ df© 1999 Zd§~a _| nm[aV hmoZo Ho$ ~mX h_ Mbo
h¢& Bg A{^`mZ H$m àma^ _ëhmoÌm H$_oQ>r [anmoQ©> go hwAm Am¡a
h_ AmnH$s _XX go Bg ~mV H$s narjm H$aZm MmhoJ| {H$ h_
A~ VH$ `m àmá H$a nm`o h¢ Am¡a CZH$m {ZYm©aU H$a|Jo {H$
dh H$m¡Z go H$m`© h¢, Omo h_mao gm_Zo ISo> h¢&

AmB©AmaS>rE OZ©b Ho$ Bg A§H$ _o h_ ~r_m CÚmoJ
h_ gX¡d AmnH$s Va\$ Bg {df` na A§eXmZ Ho$
Ho$ ~mha Ho$ joÌm| go {d{^Þ _V àñVwV H$a ah| h¡& dh Bg
Adga H$mo {Og_| Adgam| Am¡a `WmV© _| ImB© H$_ H$s Om ahr {bE XoIVo h¢ VWm ^{dî` Ho$ {bE {df`dñVw Ho$ g§~ÝY _|
gwPmd Am_§{ÌV H$aVo h¢&
h¡ na gwPmd Xo aho h¢&

ºÉÒ. BºÉ. ®úÉ´É

“

Hw$N> Vmo bmoJ H$h|Jo
`m Vmo gaH$ma H$mo EbAmB©gr H$s ny±Or Ho$ A§eXmZ
XoZm Mm{hE O¡gm {H$ CgZo AmB©S>r~rAmB© Ho$ _m_bo _|
9,000 H$amoS> én`o H$s ny±Or XoH$a {H$`m Wm- AWdm {Z{Y
~mOma go AmZr Mm{hE& h_Zo A^r VH$ {H$`o J`o ~r_m
boIZ Ho$ {bE _mM© 2004 _| 14,000 H$amoS> én`o
emoYZ-j_Vm go {ZnQ>mZ {H$`m h¡& dV©_mZ _| h_
emoYZ-j_Vm H$mo A{Yeof {Z{Y go ~Zm`o hwE h¢ Omo
gVV² AmMaU Zht hmo gH$Vm&

”

EbAmB©gr Ho$ AÜ`j
lr Eg.~r. _mWwa
{~«Qo>Z go {Z{YH$ {ZOr n|eZ àUmbr J§^ra {JamdQ>
H$s Va\$ h¡&
`y Ho$ gaH$ma H$s n|eZ H$_reZ Ho$ JR>Z na [anmoQ©>

~r_m CÚmoJ H$mo AnZo Amn na bå~o
g_` H$m g»V Ñ{ï>H$moU AnZmZm hmoJm& `{X
AnZm`r JB© ar{V`m§ BVZr \¡$br hwB© h¢ {OVZm Am^mg
hmoVm h¡ Vmo CÚmoJ Ho$ AmYma^yV ì`dgm` n[aH$ënZm H$mo d¥hX
g_o{H$V H$ma©dmB© VWm gwYma H$s Amdí`H$Vm h¡& Eogm H$moB©
CÎmaXm`r VH©$ Cg àUmbr H$m Zht hmo gH$Vm Omo AmIm| _|
Yyb PmoH$Vm hmo , à{VñnKm© H$mo H$_Omoa H$aVm hmo VWm J«mhH$mo
Ho$ gmW N>b H$ao &

lr B{b`Q> ñntQ>Oa, Ý`y`m©H$ Ho$ EQ>m}Zr OaZb,
OrdZ VWm J¡aOrdZ
~«moHo$O \$_© _me© VWm _¡bo_Z na YmoImYS>r
XmoZmo \$_m] Ho$ {bE CËnmX H$m
VWm {dmgKmV H$m _m_bm XO©
AmYma ny§Or-n`m©áVm {ï>H$moU H$mo
H$aVo hwE&
~ZmVm h¡ Am¡a h_ Cå_rX H$aVo h¢ g^r
~r_mH$Vm© Bgo ~Zm`o aIoJ|& ñnï> ê$n go `h _mÌ EH$
àmaq^H$ {~ÝXy hmoJm Z`o Omo{I_ AmYm[aV g§gma _|, {deof
n[añW{V`m| _| {H$gr EH$ \$_© H$s ny±Or Amdí`H$VmE± C
AWdm H$_ ~ma§~m[aVm H$s hmo gH$Vr h¡, CZH$s e¡
Ý`yZV_ Amdí`H$Vm go ^r H$_&
lr So>{dS> ñQ>mM©Z, ~r_m joÌ Ho$ ZoVm, {dÎmr` godm
àm{YH$aU (E\$EgE), `yHo$ Ho$ {bE ~r_m
H§$n{Z`m| {H$ ny±Or H$s Amdí`H$VmAm| Ho$
{bE Z`o {d{Z`_Z
am{e ~S>r h¡, bo{H$Z BgH$m à`moOZ ^r
~S>m h¡, `h EH$ {d{Z`m_H$ Amdí`H$Vm h¡& h_|
`h Ü`mZ _| aIZm Mm{h`o {H$ BZHo$ 1.7 {_{b`Z
nm°{bgrYmaH$ h¢ Am¡a Omo à{V ì`{º$ 300 S>mba
~¡R>Vm h¡& Omo Á`mXm ~S>r am{e Zht h¡&

j{Vny{V© Om±M-nS>Vmb _| àH$Q>rH$aU H$m Zï> hmoZm
AmIm| _| Yyb Pm|H$Zo VWm Ag_w{MV g§MmbZ Ûmam Om±M
H$aZo go Xya hmo J`m& `h Bg H$hmdV H$mo ~VmVm h¡ {H$
Ohm± KwAm± CR>m h¡ dhm± AmJ hmoJr&
lr OmO© dr g¡[a`mo, Ý`y`mH©$ amÁ` ~r_m Ho$ AYrjH$,
_me© VWm _¡bo_Z H$s Om±M-nS>Vmb na

lr Imd ~moZ d¡Z qgJmnwa Ho$ Am{W©H$ àm{YH$aU
H$s Amdí`H$VmAm| H$mo Omo ~r_m Ûmam CnbãY
H$adm`r OmVr h¡, {OZH$s Ama{jV {Z{Y Hw$b
524 {_{b`Z S>mba ^{dî` Ho$ ~§YZm| VWm
AmH$pñ_H$VmAm| Ho$ {bE&
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g§Xoh {ZdmaU

ñdmñÏ` ~r_m H$s dñVwpñW{V
Ho$. gw~«÷Ê`_

`m OrdZ ~r_m H§$n{Z`m± ñdmñÏ` ~r_m
ì`dgm` H$a gH$Vr h¡? `h dh àíZ h¡, {Ogo
_wPgo AmB©AmaS>rE Ho$ {d{^Þ µ\$moa_m| _| _wPgo
nyN>m OmVm h¡&
Bg àíZ H$m CÎma hm± _| hr {X`m OmEJm&
AmB©AmaS>rE _| OrdZ ~r_m H§$nZr Ho$ ê$n
_| n§OrH¥$V ~r_m H§$n{Z`m± ñdmñÏ` ~r_m Ho$ joÌ
_| ì`dgm` H$a gH$Vr h¢& ñdmñÏ` ~r_m joÌ
_| Z Ho$db àñVmdH$ Ho$ Vm¡a na, ~pëH$ bm^
AmYm[aV nm° { bgr Am¡ a j{Vny { V© nm° { bgr
ì`dgm` ^r H$a gH$Vr h¡& dmñVd _| Q>mQ>m
EAmB©Or bmBµ\$ B§í`moa|g H§$nZr Vmo nhbo go hr
ñdmñÏ` ~r_m joÌ _| g{H«$` h¡&
Hw$N> OrdZ ~r_m H§$n{Z`m| H$mo `h g§Xoh h¡
{H$ H$mZyZr Vm¡a na do ñdmñÏ` ~r_m Zht Mbm
gH$Vr h¢& Hw$N> H§$n{Z`m± gj_ Zht h¢ `m {\$a
CZHo$ nmg AmYma^yV gw{dYmAm| (gmYZm|) H$s
H$_r h¡, ImgVm¡a go Xmdm| H$m {ZñVmaU H$aZo _|
do g_W© Zht h¢& h_ Bg boI _| `h ~VmE§Jo {H$
EH$ ~r_m H§$nZr {H$g Vah d¡Y ê$n go ñdmñÏ`
~r_m ì`dgm` H$a gH$Vr h¡&
ñdmñÏ` ~r_m ì`dgm` H$s n[a^mfm
j{VnyaH$ bm^ `m ewÕ bm^ ~r_m MbmZo
dmbr ~r_m H§$n{Z`m± AmB©AmaS>rE Ho$ n§OrH¥$V
A{Y{Z`_m| _| ñdmñÏ` ~r_m ì`dgm` H$mo
n[a^m{fV {H$`m J`m h¡& BgHo$ _wVm{~µH$ “ñdmñÏ` ~r_m ì`dgm` `m ñdmñÏ` ~r_m H$m
AW© CZ geV© AZw~§Ym| go h¡, Omo ~r_mar {hV
bm^ `m {M{H$Ëgm, Am°naoeZ `m AñnVmb M©
{hV bm^, Ohm± amoJr ~mø `m ^Vu hmoH$a BbmO
H$amVm h¡, H$moB© ^r ~r_m H§$nZr BbmO M© H$m
j{VnyaH$, AZwJ«h, godm, nyd© ^wJVmZ `m AÝ`
ßbm§g Ho$ AmYma na bm^ gw{ZpíMV H$aVm h¡
Am¡a XrK©Ad{Y H$m AZw~§Y H$aVm h¡&”
36
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Cº$ n[a^mfm go `h ñnï> h¡ {H$ ñdmñÏ`
~r_m AZw~§Y bKw Ad{Y `m XrK©H$m{bH$ hmo
gH$Vm h¡ Am¡a j{Vny{V© ^wJVmZ `m {ZYm©[aV bm^
am{e Ho$ ê$n _| `m XmoZm| hmo gH$Vo h¢& Bg H$m
g§~§Y gmd©O{ZH$ AñdpñV H$s Amdí`H$Vm H$s
ny{V© ^r h¡&

ì`dgm` H$a gH$Vm h¡& `{X AmdoXH$ gm_mÝ`
~r_mH$Vm© hmoZm MmhVm h¡ Vmo dh ^r ñdmñÏ`
~r_m ì`dñWm H$a gH$Vm h¡&

H$m¡Z ~oM gH$Vm h¡ ñdmñÏ` ~r_m AZw~§Y

A{YH$m§e OrdZ ~r_m H§$n{Z`m± ñdmñÏ` ~r_m
Ho$ EH$_mÌ CËnmX Ho$ ~Om` ghm`H$ ì`dgm`
Ho$ ê$n _| gh`moJ àXmZ H$aVr h¢, {Ogo dh àm`:
gab g_PVr h¢& mg Vm¡a go ñdmñÏ` CËnmX,
{Z`_Z Ed§ µH$s_V {ZYm©aU g§àË` n[a^mfm Xmdm
{ZñVmaU à{H«$`m Am{X hmoZm Mm{hE& ~r_m
H§$n{Z`m± ghm`H$ CËnmX Ho$ ê$n _| ñdmñÏ` ~r_m
H$mo ~oMH$a Cn`w©º$ gmonmZm| H$m amñVm ~§X H$aVm
h¡ Am¡a AnZr J{V{d{Y`m| Ho$ ~mao _| gmoMo ~µJ¡a
bm^ H$m AmmgZ XoVr h¢& CÝh| Bg joÌ _|
{d{dYVm bmZo H$s µOê$aV h¡& ImgVm¡a go H$mnm}aoQ>
AñnVmbm| H$s ~ohVa gw{dYmAm| Ho$ Bg Xm¡a _|
`h Am¡a ^r µOê$ar h¡& nyao Xoe _| Vrgar nmQ>u
àemgZ AnZr OJh ~Zm ahm h¡& ^maV _| ñdmñÏ`
{M{H$Ëgm à~§YZ ^r g§^d hmo ahm h¡&

~r_m A{Y{Z`_ 1938 OrdZ ~r_m Ed§
gm_mÝ` ~r_m XmoZm| H$m hr d¡`{º$H$ `m gm_y{hH$
ñdmñÏ` ~r_m AZw~§Y ~oM gH$Vr h¡ Am¡a `h {H$
àm{YH$aU ñdmñÏ` ~r_m joÌ _| µOmoa XoZo dmbr
ñdmñÏ` ~r_m H§$n{Z`m| H$mo àmW{_H$Vm XoJr& `h
àmW{_H$Vm n§Or`Z Ho$ g_` ImgVm¡a go bmJy
hmoVr h¡& A{Y{Z`_ H$s Ymam 3 (2EE) `h ñnï>
H$aVr h¡ {H$ ñdmñÏ` ~r_m AZw~§Y H$m¡Z H$am
gH$Vm h¡ Am¡a ñdmñÏ` ~r_m AZw~§Y H$m `m
AW© h¡& Ymam 3 ~r_m H§$nZr Ho$ n§Or`Z go g§~{§ YV
h¡& CnYmam 2 EE Ho$ àmdYmZm| H$mo ZrMo ñnï>
{H$`m Om ahm h¡&
~r_m H§$nZr AmdoXH$ H$mo n§OrH¥$V H$aZo _|
àm{YH$aU H$mo àmW{_H$Vm XoZr Mm{hE Am¡a `{X
AmdoXH$ gh_V h¡ Vmo Cgo n§Or`Z à_mU-nÌ
ñdrH¥$V H$aZm Mm{hE& AnZo ñdê$n Ed§ AmH¥${V
_| àm{YH$aU Ûmam ~Zm`o JE A{Y{Z`_
{deofrH¥$V {H$`m Om gHo$Jm& `h {deofrH$aU
OrdZ ~r_m ì`dgm` `m gm_mÝ` OrdZ ì`dgm`
go YmaU d¡`{º$H$ `m gm_y{hH$ ñdmñÏ` ~r_m
àXmZ H$aZo dmbr H§$n{Z`m| na bmJy hmoJm& H$moB©
^r AmdoXH$ ~r_m H§$nZr Ho$ OrdZ ~r_m ì`dgm`
d gm_mÝ` ~r_m ì`dgm` _| n§Or`Z H$amZm MmhVm
h¡, bo{H$Z XmoZm| Ho$ gmW Zht& Am¡Úmo{JH$ Vm¡a na
H$moB© ^r ~r_mH$Vm© H§$nZr g§píbï> ê$n go n§OrH¥$V
Zht hmo gHo$Jr& ~hahmb `{X AmdoXH$ OrdZ
~r_m ì`dgm` MwZVm h¡ Vmo dh ñdmñÏ` ~r_m

~r_m H§$n{Z`m±, {deof Vm¡a go OrdZ ~r_m
H§$n{Z`m± ñdmñÏ` OrdZ ~r_m _| `m| Zht AmZm
MmhVt

Jar~m| Ho$ {bE ^r hmo ñdmñÏ` ~r_m
nr.gr. Ooåg

nyao g_mO Ho$ {hV Ho$ {bE Jµ ar~ go Jµ ar~ ì`{º$ H$mo
ñdmñÏ` ~r_m Ho$ Xm`ao _| bmZm gw{ZpíMV {H$`m OmZm
Mm{hE& boIH$ nr.gr. Ooåg Zo Bg bú` H$mo àmá H$aZo
Ho$ {bE EH$ ~ohVa g_PXmar Ed§ ^maVr` XemAm| _|
{XE JE {dYmZm| Ho$ AmYma na Bg bú` H$mo àmá H$aZo
H$m _mJ© gwPm`m h¡&

àm`: Jµ ar~m| H$s {M{H$Ëgm H$aZo go A{Zdm`©V: BÝH$ma
H$a {X`m OmVm h¡, `m|{H$ do Jµ ar~r Ho$ A{^emn go J«ñV
h¢& CZ_| {Zaja Ed§ Hw$nmofU Ho$ {eH$ma h¢& ^maV _| EH$
ì`{º$, Omo AñnVmb _| BbmO Ho$ {bE ^Vu h¡, dh AnZo
nyao M© H$m 50 à{VeV {hñgm {M{H$Ëgm na M© H$aVm
h¡ Am¡a ^Vu hmoZo dmbm| _| 40 à{VeV go A{YH$ bmoJ
BbmO Ho$ {bE n¡go H$m OwJmS> F$U (H$µO)© `m g§n{Îm {~H«$s
go H$aVo h¢ Am¡a Bg_| 25 à{VeV bmoJ Jµ ar~r H$s aoIm Ho$
ZrMo OrdZ `mnZ H$aVo h¢&
AnZr Jµ ar~r Ho$ H$maU Jµ ar~ bmoJ Z Ho$db AnZo
H$mo ~{hîH¥$V nmVo h¢, ~pëH$ gm_m{OH$ geº$sH$aU,
gmjaVm H$s H$_r Ed§ H$_µOmoar H$s ^mdZm Ho$ H$maU do
bJmVma AnZo Amn hr ~mha hmoVo Om aho h¢&
ñdmñÏ` M© H$s gwajm {H$gr Xoe H$m g~go
~S>m bm^m§e h¡& `hr H$maU h¡ {H$ gaH$ma, AW©emór,
H$ë`mUH$mar g§JR>Z, gm_m{OH$ H$m`©H$Vm© Am{X
g^r ñdmñÏ` g§H$Q> H$mo erK«m{VerK« hQ>mZo Ho$ ~mao _|
qM{VV ahVo h¢&
~r_mH$Vm© H$mo A{V Amdí`H$ ê$n go, ImgVm¡a go
Jµ ar~m| H$mo, ñdmñÏ` ~r_m Ho$ Xm`ao _| bmZo H$s Amdí`H$Vm
h¡& ~r_m H§$n{Z`m| H$mo Bg {Xem _| {M{H$Ëgm g§ajm {damoYm^mgm|
H$mo g_PZm Oµ ê$ar h¡ Am¡a Jµ ar~m| Ho$ {bE gwJ_ d {Q>H$mD$
ñdmñÏ` ~r_m àmê$n bmZm Amdí`H$ h¡&
ñdmñÏ` ~r_m àr{_`_ H$mo ~g {H$amE, amoOµ _am© Ho$
^moOZ H$s Vah {XZ Ho$ M© Ho$ {hñgo _| ~m±Y XoZo H$m à`mg
hmo& Bgo à{V{XZ EH$ én`o {H$`m Om gH$Vm h¡& `h `moOZm
ñdmñÏ` ~r_m H$s Vñdra H$mo ~Xb gH$Vr h¡&
bmoJm| H$s _yb^yV µOê$aVm| _| {gµ\©$ Am{W©H$
gm_{J«`m| H$s hr Amdí`H$Vm Zht h¡, ~pëH$ CÝh| {ejm
Ed§ ñdmñÏ` XoI^mb `mZr {M{H$Ëgm µOê$aVm| H$s ^r
Amdí`H$Vm h¡& MmoQ> `m ~r_mar go gwajm ì`{º$ H$s
_yb^yV Amdí`H$Vm h¡ Am¡a gw§Xa ñdmñÏ` Iwehmb
OrdZ Ho$ {bE µOê$ar h¡& µJar~m| Ed§ Cno{jVm| Ho$ {bE

CZH$m ñdmñÏ` OrdZ-_aU go g§~Y§ aIVm h¡, `m|{H$
~r_ma hmoZo H$s Xem _| do H$_mB© Zht H$a gH$Vo h¢ Am¡a
ñdñW eara hr CZH$s H$_mB© H$m Oµ [a`m h¡& CÎm_ ñdmñÏ`
Z Ho$db ì`{º$ Ho$ {bE {hVH$mar h¡, ~pëH$ nyao n[adma,
g_wXm`, g_mO Ed§ Xoe Ho$ {bE ^r bm^H$a h¡&
AZwg§YmZm| go `h ñnï> h¡ {H$ ñdmñÏ` gwajm Zo µJar~r
CÝ_ybZ _| nyao {d _| _hËdnyU© ^y{_H$m {Z^mB© h¡&
O¡gm {H$ h_ OmZVo h¢ {H$ Jµ ar~m| H$m eara hr CZH$s
H$_mB© hwB© g§n{Îm h¡ Am¡a CÎm_ ñdmñÏ` CZH$s Am` Ed§
ApñVËd go àË`j ê$n go OwS >m hwAm h¡& Bg_| `h
EH$X_ ñnï> h¡ {H$ Jµ ar~m| H$s {M{H$Ëgm Aga Zht hmo
nmVr h¡ Am¡a Bgr H$maUde do Jµ ar~r, {ZajaVm Ed§
Hw$nmofU Ho$ MH«$ _| {Ka OmVo h¢& nyao {d _| `h {XImB©
XoVm h¡ {H$ ñdmñÏ` H$m à^md Jµ ar~m| na ~hwV A{YH$
nS>Vm h¡& Bggo CZH$m amoO
µ Jma Ny>Q> OmVm h¡, {Oggo
CZH$m doVZ {_bZm ~§X hmo OmVm h¡& H$_mB© Ho$ AÝ`
gmYZ ^r H$_ hmo OmVo h¢& BbmO H$m M© ~T> OmVm h¡,
{OgHo$ {bE do F$U boVo h¢ Am¡a {\$a Bgr Hw$MH«$ _| \±$g
OmVo h¢& Jµ ar~m| Ho$ ñdmñÏ` na Xoe _| amï´>r` à{VXe©
gd}jU g§JR>Z (EZEMEgAmo) Ho$ EH$ AÜ``Z _|
{ZåZ{b{IV ~mV| C^aH$a gm_Zo AmBª :1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

do AnZr {M{H$Ëgm _| A_ram| H$s Anojm A{YH$
YZ M© H$aVo h¢&
VrZ Mm¡WmB© go A{YH$ M© N>moQo>-_moQo> Kmdm|,
g§H«$m_H$ Ed§ Ny>V H$s ~r_m[a`m| _| M© hmoVm h¡&
{dÎmr` H$_r go µJar~m| Ho$ BbmO _| Xoar hmoVr h¡&
CZ_| go bJ^J 20 à{VeV bmoJ YZ H$s H$_r
Ho$ H$maU BbmO Zht H$am nmVo&
A{V Jµ ar~m| H$s {M{H$Ëgm M© Ho$ {bE CYma Ed§
ã`mO na {b`m J`m F$U hr _hËdnyU© O
µ [a`m h¡&
Bggo CZH$s Am` d¥{Õ ^r KQ> OmVr h¡&
n[adma _| EH$_mÌ amoJr Ho$ AñnVmb _| ^Vu hmoZo go
hr nyao n[adma H$s g§n{Îm Ë_ hmo OmVr h¡&

EZEMEgAmo Ho$ Cgr AÜ``Z Ho$ _wVm{~µH$
{M{H$Ëgm M©, {deof Vm¡a go ^Vu hmoZo dmbo _arµOm|
Ho$ BbmO _| ehar joÌ _| XwJwZo go ^r A{YH$ h¡&
Bggo `h {~ëHw$b ñnï> h¡ {H$ ehar joÌ Ho$ µJar~m| H$s
nhw±M _| Vmo {M{H$Ëgm h¡ hr Zht& gd}jU _| `h ^r
C^aH$a gm_Zo Am`m h¡ {H$ gmd©O{ZH$ ñdmñÏ` godmAm|

g~ Ho$ {bE

H$m Cn`moJ amo{J`m| Ho$ ^Vu hmoZo Ho$ _m_bo _| 60
à{VeV go {JaH$a 44 à{VeV hmo J`m h¡& [anmoQ©> go
`h ^r ñnï> h¡ {H$ AñnVmbm| H$s am~ hmbV Ed§
godm _| H$_r Ho$ H$maU ~mø amo{J`m| H$s g§»`m _| ^r
H$_r AmB© h¡&
{M{H$Ëgm godm Ho$ _m_bo _| µJar~m| H$s nhw±M _|
V_m_ g_ñ`mE± IS>r h¢& AñnVmbm| Ho$ ~mao _| gyMZm
H$s H$_r ^r EH$ ~S>r ~mYm h¡& AñnVmb H$s Xyar,
AmdmJ_Z H$s H$_r, {dÎmr` g§gmYZm| H$s H$_r,
g§doXZhrZVm Ed§ A{dgZr` BbmO ^r µJar~m| Ho$
g_j ~mYm h¡& {ZOr AñnVmbm| _| ^mar BbmO M©
µJar~m| Ho$ {bE g~go ~S>r ~mYm h¡ Am¡a µJar~m| H$mo
gmd©O{ZH$ ñdmñÏ` H|$Ðm| `m gaH$mar AñnVmbm| _|
BbmO CnbãY H$amZo H$s gV Amdí`H$Vm h¡&
hmb hr _| {d ~¢H$ Ho$ EH$ AÜ`Z _| `h ~mV
C^aH$a gm_Zo AmB© {H$ µJar~ bmoJ XmofnyU© {M{H$Ëgm
Ed§ Omo{I_ H$m gm_Zm H$a aho h¢& AÜ`Z _| H$hm J`m
{H$ ^maV _| AñnVmb _| ^Vu _arµO AnZo M© H$m
AmYo go A{YH$ YZ BbmO _| hr M© H$a XoVm h¡&
BZ_| go 40 à{VeV bmoJ Vmo `h YZ `m Vmo CYma
boVo h¢, `m {\$a AnZr g§n{Îm {Jadr aIH$a Am¡a
Bg_| ^r 25 à{VeV bmoJ Vmo µJar~r aoIm Ho$ ZrMo go
hr AmVo h¢&
`h EH$X_ ñnï> h¡ {H$ µJar~m| H$mo ñdmñÏ` gw{dYm
CnbãY H$amZo Ho$ {bE ñdmñÏ` ~r_m Ho$ _mÜ`_ go
{dÎm CnbãY H$am`m OmZm Mm{hE& BgH$s _hVr
Amdí`H$Vm h¡& Xoe _| ñdmñÏ` T>m±Mm `m Vmo h¡ hr
Zht, `m {\$a CgH$s CnbãYVm hr X`Zr` h¡& ImgVm¡a
go J«m_rU joÌm| _| nyar ñdmñÏ` àUmbr hr Ma_am JB©
h¡& J«m_rU joÌm| _| amÁ` gaH$mam| Zo VrZ ñVar` {M{H$Ëgm
àUmbr J{R>V H$s h¡& 5000 H$s J«m_rU Am~mXr Ho$
{bE EH$ Cn H|$Ð, 30 hOma H$s Am~mXr Ho$ {bE EH$
àmW{_H$ ñdmñÏ` H|$Ð (nrEMgr) Ed§ EH$ bmI H$s
Am~mXr na gm_wXm{`H$ ñdmñÏ` H|$Ð (grEMgr) ~Zm`o
JE h¢& ehar joÌm| _| ehar ñdmñÏ` H|$Ð, VmbwH$m
AñnVmb, {Obm AñnVmb Ed§ {M{H$Ëgm H$m°bO
o m|
H$s gw{dYmE± h¢& J¡a-gaH$mar joÌm| _| To>a gmao H$mnm}aoQ>
AñnVmb Ed§ Z{gªJ hmo_, M¡[aQo>~b Ed§ Q´>ñQ>
AñnVmb h¢&
(eof ^mJ AJbo A§H$ _|)
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ñdmñÏ` ~r_m Ho$ O[a`o YZ XrK©H$m{bH$ {dH$mg H$m _mJ©
AmbmoH$ Jwám
^maVr` ~r_m CÚmo J jo Ì _| A~ VH$
95 bmI bmo J m| H$m {ZOr ~r_m H§ $ n{Z`m|
Zo ñdmñÏ` ~r_m {H$`m h¡ , {OgHo $ VhV
_w»`V: _oS>rbo_ Ed§ {M{H$Ëgm `moOZmAm| _|
~r_m H$am`m J`m h¡& BgH$s gr{_V gr_mAm| Ho$
~mdOyX _oS>rbo_ Ho$ joÌ _| hmb Ho$ dfm] _| VoOr
go d¥{Õ hwB© h¡, {OgH$m _w»` H$maU {dH$ën H$s
Vbme h¡&
df© 1995-96 go 2002-03 H$s g_`md{Y
_| BgHo$ VhV ~r_m H$am`o JE ì`{º$`m| _| dm{f©H$
29 à{VeV H$s d¥{Õ hwB© h¡ VWm bm^m§e nyd© Ho$
129 H$amoS> go ~T>H$a 1000 H$amoS> go D$na nhw±M
J`m h¡& df© 1990-91 _| Hw$b OZg§»`m H$m
0.084 à{VeV {hñgm _oS>rbo_ Ho$ A§VJ©V
~r{_V Wm, Omo df© 1998-99 d 2002-03 _|
~T>H$a H«$_e: 0.359 à{VeV VWm 0.99 à{VeV
hmo J`m&
_oS>rbo_ joÌ _| VoµOr go hmo ahr `h d¥{Õ
ñdmñÏ` ~r_m H$s ~T>Vr _m±J H$mo Xem©Vr h¡,
{OgH$m _w»` H$maU ~T>Vr ~r_m[a`m±, XwK©Q>ZmE±,
{M{H$Ëgm _| d¥{Õ VWm n`m©á gmd©O{ZH$ ñdmñÏ`
gw{dYm H$m A^md hmoZm h¡&
hm{b`m éPmZ
~r_m {Z`m_H$ Ed§ {dH$mg àm{YH$aU Ho$ J¡ad¡Ym{ZH$ A{YH$aU hmoZo Ho$ ~mdOyX {ZOr joÌ H$s
~r_m H§$n{Z`m± ñdmñÏ` ~r_m H$mo AZmH$f©H$ nmVr
h¢& gmd©O{ZH$ joÌ Ho$ ~r_m CÚmoJ _| ñdmñÏ` ~r_m
H$s OZg§»`m Xa KQ>r h¡& A{YH$m§e {ZOr ~r_m
H§$n{Z`m± {M{H$Ëgm ~r_m `moOZmAm| H$s ZµH$b H$aVr
h¢ `m {\$a AñnVmb ZµH$X, J§^ra ~r_mar BbmO
O¡go ~r_m ghm`Vm `moOZmE± MbmVr h¢, {OZH$m
~mµOma ~hwV H$_ h¡& BgH$m H$maU {^Þ h¡& ñdmñÏ`
~r_m _| ~r_m H§$n{Z`m± ñdñW bmoJm| H$m hr ~r_m
H$aZm MmhVr h¢, Vm{H$ Xmdo H$s bmJV H$mo {Z`§{ÌV
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{H$`m Om gHo$& {d{dY M`Z Ho$ gmW _§WZ go hr
_IZ Am¡a VoO {ZIaVm h¡, Eogm hr ñdmñÏ` ~r_m
_| _mZm OmVm h¡&

1) joÌr` n¡_mZo na ñdmñÏ` Ed§ {M{H$Ëgm bmJV

_| ì`mnH$ {^ÞVm h¡& EH$ g_mZ ñdmñÏ` ~r_m
H$s {H$íV go H$ñ~m| `m N>moQo> eham| Ho$ ~r_m
YmaH$ _hmZJam| d _oQ´>mo eham| Ho$ ñdmñÏ`
~r_m YmaH$m| H$mo gpãgS>r XoVo h¢& BgH$m
µ\$m`Xm ~r_m H§$nZr H$mo nhw±MVm h¡& ~r_m
H§$nZr H$mo joÌr` ñdmñÏ` {M{H$Ëgm bmJV
Ho$ AmYma na ~r_m H$s {H$íV V` H$aZr
Mm{hE& ^m¡Jmo{bH$ joÌm| Ho$ AmYma na ~r_m
am{e V` H$aZo H$m ñd-~r_m EH$ Cn`wº$
CXmhaU h¡&

Xoe _| ñdmñÏ` ~r_m Ho$ {dH$mg _| g~go ~S>r
~mYm BgH$m Abm^H$mar hmoZm h¡& df© 2002-03
VWm 2003-04 Ho$ {bE gmd©O{ZH$ joÌ _| _oS>rbo_
Ho$ VhV ~r{_V bmoJm| H$m {díbofU H$aZo Ho$ níMmV²
boIH$ {ZåZ{b{IV {ZîH$f© na nhwM
± mt

t

t

t

t

t

_oS>rbo_ bm^m§e H$m bJ^J 70 à{VeV
{hñgm ì`{º$JV `moOZmAm| H$m h¡ VWm Bg_|
d¥{Õ hmo ahr h¡& `h d¥{Õ ñdmñÏ` ~r_m Ho$
à{V OZOmJaU _| d¥{Õ H$s n[aMm`H$ h¡&

2) ñdmñÏ` ~r_m H$s àJ{V _| ì`{º$JV _oS>rbo_

EH$ AÀN> r ^y { _H$m {Z^m gH$Vm h¡ &
hmbm±{H$ BgHo$ {bE ~r_m H§$n{Z`m| H$mo H$_
~r_m {H$íV, Amnm{VH$ M`Z Ed§ Zr{VJV
Omo{I_ Ho$ à{V gwajm CnbãY H$amZo H$s
Amdí`H$Vm h¡&

_oS>rbo_ Xmdm| Ho$ AZwnmV Q>rnrE H$s ewéAmV
Ho$ ~mdOyX 2002-03 H$s VwbZm _| 200304 Ho$ Xm¡amZ H$_ hwAm h¡&
ì`{º$JV _oS>rbo_ _| gm_y{hH$ _oS>rbo_ H$s
VwbZm _| j{V H$s Ame§H$m H$_ hmoVr h¡&

3)

~r_m {H$íV H$s H$Q>m¡Vr Ho$ H$maU gm_y{hH$
_oS>rbo_ ~r_m {H$íV g§Hw${MV hmoVr Om
ahr h¡&
ñdmñÏ` ~r_m H$m _w»` ~mµOma _hmZJam| _|
80 à{VeV gm_y { hH$ Ed§ 65 à{VeV
ì`{º$JV ñdmñÏ` ~r_m H$m AZwnmV h¡,
O~{H$ 125 à{VeV {M{H$Ëgm ~r_m {H$íV
H$s j{V h¡&
ñdmñÏ` {M{H$Ëgm M© AbJ-AbJ joÌm|
_| AbJ-AbJ h¡, bo{H$Z Bg_| H$_r
Am ahr h¡& ñdmñÏ` ~r_m joÌ Ho$ ~mµOma
Ed§ CgHo$ AÝ` nhbwAm| H$mo XoIVo hwE Bg
jo Ì _| bú` H$mo àmá H$aZo Ho $ {bE
{ZåZ{b{IV H$X_ VËH$mb CR>m`o OmZo H$s
Amdí`H$Vm h¡&

4)

5)

Amnm{VH$ M`Z _| AmZo dmbr H${R>ZmB`m| go
{ZnQ>Zo Ho$ {bE ~r_m àmdYmZm| _| nhbo go
hr eV] d {Z`_ V` hmoZo Mm{hE Am¡a Cg
àmê$n H$mo {ZpíMV g_`md{Y Ho$ gmW hr
gh-~r_m Ed§ gh AXm`Jr g§aMZm Ho$
AmYma na nm°{bgr àmê$n bmJy H$aZo H$s
µOê$aV h¡& {ZpíMV Am`w dJ© Ho$ {bE ñdmñÏ`
narjU H$mo ^r A{Zdm`© ê$n go bmJy {H$`m
Om gH$Vm h¡&
~r_m YmaH$ H$mo AnZo joÌ go ~mha Ho$
{M{H$Ëgmb`m| _| CnMma Ed§ ~r_m am{e Ho$
AmYma na AñnVmb Ho$ dmS©> _| ^Vu hmoZo na
eV© bmJy H$aHo$ ~r_m H$s Xmdm am{e H$mo EH$
gr_m _| {Z`§{ÌV {H$`m Om gH$Vm h¡&
{M{H$Ëgm H$j Ho$ AmYma na {M{H$Ëgm ì _|
gmnoj {^ÞVm nmB© OmVr h¡& ñdmñÏ` godm
àXmVm ~r_m YmaH$ amo J r H$mo Mubo

_o[S>bo_

{M{H$Ëgm H$jm| _| ^Vu hmoZo na µOmoa XoVo h¢,
{Oggo {M{H$Ëgm _| ~T>moVar hmoVr h¡& Bg{bE
Hw$b ~r{_V am{e Ho$ AmYma na ñdmñÏ` ~r_m
`moOZm _| {M{H$Ëgm H$j Am{X na {Z`§ÌU
hmo, Eogr `moOZm hmoZr Mm{hE&
6)

7)

8)

~mµOma _| 2 dfm] go A{YH$ g_` go Q>rnrE
(WS©> nmQ>u ES>{_{ZñQó>Q>g©) H$s CnpñW{V Ho$
~mdOyX ñdmñÏ` ~r_m Xmdm| Ho$ AZwnmV _|
H$moB© d¥{Õ Zht hwB© h¡& Anwï> [anmoQ©> h¡ {H$
ñdmñÏ` godmE± XoZo dmbm| Ho$ ~rM gm§R>Jm§R>
^r h¡& Bg_| Q>rnrE H$mo AnZr ^y{_H$m V`
H$aZr Mm{hE& CÝh| Xmdo H$mo {Z`§{ÌV H$aZo
H$s VËH$mb Amdí`H$Vm h¡& Q>rnrE H$mo AnZr
^y{_H$m ^r V` H$aZo H$s µOê$aV h¡& ñdmñÏ`
~r_m _| CgH$mo AnZr H$ma©dmB© V` H$aZr h¡&
à~§YZ H$mo ^r H$R>moa H$aZo H$s µOê$aV h¡&
godm ñVa H$mo n[a^m{fV H$aZo Ho$ gmW hr
nm°{bgr hmoëS>a H$mo Cn^moº$m g§Vw{ï> gd}jUm|
go H§$n{Z`m| H$s godmAm| Ho$ ñVa H$m ^r
{ZYm©aU H$aZm h¡&
Q>rnrE Cn`moJr {M{H$Ëgm Cn`moJ AmH$S>m|
H$s EH$ ^§S>ma EO|gr h¡& `h CËnmX Ho$
AmbmoMZmË_H$ {dH$mg H$m Am§H$S>m aIVm
h¡& CÝh| ~r_mH$Vm© H$mo CËnmX Ho$ {dH$mg Ed§
ZdrZrH$aU H$m nyam Am§H$S>m CnbãY H$amZm
Mm{hE&
^maV _| ñdmñÏ` ~r_m joÌ _| CËnmX, Z_yZo,
{dñVma, bm^Xm{`Vm, Bí`y Cn`mo{JVm,
nm°{bgrYmaH$ Ed§ àXmVm H$m ì`dhma Am¡a
joÌr` {dñVma Ho$ gmW hr bmJV {d{dYVm
na n`m©á ~hg, gyMZm Ed§ AZwg§YmZ Ho$
Am§H$S>m| H$s ì`mnH$ H$_r h¡& Xoe _| ñdmñÏ`
~r_m H$mamo~ma _| Vrd« ~Xbmd H$mo XoIVo hwE
AmB©AmaS>rE H$mo àË`j Vm¡a na `m {\$a Q¡>[aµ\$

ES>dm`µOar H$_oQ>r (Q>rEgr) Ho$ _mÜ`_ go
g^r àH$ma H$s ñdmñÏ` ~r_m nm°{b{g`m| Ho$
~mao _| AbJ-AbJ gyMZmE± Ed§ OmZH$m[a`m±
g§J«{hV H$aZr Mm{hE&
9)

t

t

t
t

t
t

t

t
t

AmB©AmaS>rE H$mo Xmdm àmê$n, {~b gyMZm
Ed§ AÝ` XñVmdoO
µ m| H$m _mZH$sH$aU ^r H$aZm
Mm{hE, {OZH$s Xmdo Ho$ g_` _| O
µ ê$aV nS>Vr
h¡& Q>rEgr Ho$ _mÜ`_ go AmB©AmaS>rE ñdmñÏ`
~r_m gyMZm VH$ZrH$ g_mYmZ/_§M {dH${gV
H$aZm Mm{h`o , Omo Cn^mo º $mAm| H$mo
{ZåZ{b{IV OmZH$mar CnbãY H$amECn^moº$mAm| H$s gw{dYm Ho$ {bE ñdmñÏ`
~r_m nm°{bgr H$mo A{YH$ à^mdembr ~ZmZo
Ho$ {bE Cgo BboQ´>m{ZH$ _mÜ`_m| go OmoS>m
OmZm Mm{hE&
gm_mÝ` Cn`moJ Ho$ {bE BboQ´>m{ZH$ nyd©
A{YH¥$V àUmbr g^r ~r_m àXmVmAm| H$mo
nm°{b{g`m| H$s d¡YVm Ed§ ñdMm{bV nyd©
A{YH¥$V à{H«$`m AnZmZr Mm{hE&
BboQ´>m{ZH$ Xmdm à~§YZ H$m _mZH$sH$aU&
BboQ´>m{ZH$ {M{H$Ëgm [aH$mS©> àUmbr Ed§
CgH$m g§Jh« U&
{M{H$Ëgm àXmVmAm| H$s VH$ZrH$s H$aZm&
~r_mH¥$V amoJr H$s [anmoQ©> AñnVmb go hr
àmá H$aZo Ho$ {bE ñdê$n {ZYm©[aV H$aZm&

Xoe _| gmd©O{ZH$ joÌ H$s ~r_m H§$n{Z`m±
XrK©H$m{bH$ Ed§ {Q>H$mD$ ^y{_H$m ñdmñÏ` ~r_m
joÌ _| {Z^m ahr h¢& BZH$m ~mµOma _| _hËdnyU©
ñWmZ ^r h¡& CÝh| AmYma^yV Ed§ XrK©H$m{bH$
ñdmñÏ` ~r_m CËnmX ewê$ H$aHo$ Omo{I_ ~r_m
àr{_`_ _| à^mdr g§VwbZ ~ZmZo H$s Amdí`H$Vm
h¡& AbJ-AbJ OZg§»`m Ho$ AmYma na AbJAbJ ñdmñÏ` ~r_m nm°{bgr ewê$ H$aZo VWm
{M{H$Ëgm godm àXmVmAm| Ho$ {bE {ZYm©[aV {Xem{ZX}e ~ZmZo H$s µOê$aV h¡& BgHo$ {bE C{MV
ZoQ>d{Hª$J, {dgZr`Vm, Amngr ~mVMrV Ed§
{~b H$m _mZH$sH$aU H$aZo H$s µOê$aV h¡&
Xoe _| {M{H$Ëgm Ho$ hmbmV nwamZo T§>J Ho$ h¢&
ñdmñÏ` ~r_mH$Vm© H§$nZr H$mo AnZr {dgZr`Vm
Ed§ gmI ~ZmZo H$s gVV µOê$aV h¡& bm^H$mar
ñdmñÏ` ~r_m ñdmñÏ` {M{H$Ëgm àXmVm AñnVmb
M© dhZ H$a gH$Zo dmbo amo{J`m| Ho$ ~r_m Ho$
_mÜ`_ go Bg joÌ H$m Vrd« {dñVma H$a gH$Vo h¢,
bo{H$Z ñdmñÏ` ~r_m H§$n{Z`m§ {M{H$Ëgm Cn`moJ
H$m n`m©á BñVo_mb Zht H$a ahr h¢&
{M{H$Ëgm {Z`m_H$ (ñdmñÏ` _§Ìmb`,
_o{S>H$b H$mC§{gb Ed§ amÁ` ñdmñÏ` {d^mJ)
g§ñWmAm| H$mo Bg g§~Y§ _| ì`mnH$ gwYma H$s O
µ ê$aV
h¡& A§V _| h_ H$h gH$Vo h¢ {H$ ~r_m {Z`m_H$m|
H$mo OrdZ ~r_m, J¡a-OrdZ ~r_m Ed§ ñdmñÏ`
~r_m _| n`m©á A§Va H$aZo H$s µOê$aV h¡& CÝh|
~r_m gwYma H$aZo H$s ^r Amdí`H$Vm h¡&

{M{H$Ëgm {Xem-{ZX}em| H$s {gµ\$m[ae gñVm
Ed§ ñVar` H$aZm&
g_rjmH¥$V {Xem-{ZX}em| H$m gXwn`moJ&
{M{H$Ëgm M© H$m {díbofU, {M{H$Ëgm H$m
g_w{MV Cn`moJ, amoJ Ho$ AZwgma bmJV,
àX{e©V Xa Am{X H$s {díbofU j_Vm ~T>mZm&

boIH$ ^maVr` CÚmoJ _hmg§K go g§~Õ h¢.
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{~b H$m ^wJVmZ
Ho$. {ZË`m H$ë`mUr

O~ h_ N>mQo >o Wo, h_mao `hm§ EH$ S>mQ>a Wo&
CÝh| h_ \¡${_br S>mQ>a H$h gH$Vo h¢& do h_mao
n[adma Ho$ g^r gXñ`m| H$mo Zm_ d Mohao go nhMmZVo
Wo& CÝh| n[adma _| {H$gr H$s ^r ~r_mar Ho$ ~mao _|
OmZH$mar ahVr Wr& CÝhm|Zo `m Xdm Xr h¡, `h
CÝh| nVm ahVm Wm& _wPo AmO ^r `mX h¡ {H$ do
AnZo amoJr Ho$ à{V {H$VZm gVH©$ ahVo Wo Am¡a Cg
na {H$VZm Ü`mZ XoVo Wo& H$ht {_b OmZo na CgH$m
hmb-Mmb, ñdmñÏ` Am{X Ho$ ~mao _| nyN>Zm H$^r
Zht ^ybVo Wo& CZHo$ hmW _| EH$ H$b_, XdmB`m|
H$m {ddaU Am¡a T>mT>g ~§YmZo H$s CZH$s e¡br
h_| amhV àXmZ H$aVr Wr&
~mX _| O~ h_ Xygar OJh ~g J`o, V~
dhm§ h_Zo AnZm EH$ nm[adm[aH$ S>mQ>a aI
{b`m& `h S>mQ>a gmh~ Y¡`©nyd©H$ {dñVma go
amoJm| Ho$ ~mao _| bjU, CnMma Ed§ AÝ` {ddaUm|
H$mo {bIVo Wo& BgHo$ {b`o do ñHy$br ZmoQ> ~wH$ H$m
BñVo_mb H$aVo Wo& do AnZo nmg àË`oH$ _arO Ho$
~mao _| nyam {ddaU XO© aIVo Wo& _arO H$mo gXu
h¡, ~wIma h¡, Am§Im| _| ObZ h¡ `m Bgr Vah H$s
Omo ^r g_ñ`m hmoVr Wr, CgH$m {b{IV {ddaU
do AnZo nmg aIVo Wo& CÝh| `h ^r `mX ahVm Wm
{H$ H$m¡Z H$~ H$mboO _| àdoe bo ahm h¡ `m H$m¡Z
H$~ {ddmh H$a ahm h¡&
CZHo$ nmg `h OmZH$mar ImgVm¡a go amoJr
Ho$ {b`o Z Ho$db XdmAm|, ~pëH$ AÝ` gmdYm{Z`m§
~aVZo Ho$ ~mao _| ^r ahVr Wr& Xg df© Ho$ nhbo
h_Zo ~hwV go gw{dYm`wº$ AñnVmbm| H$mo XoIm&
BZ AñnVmbm| _| V_m_ Vah Ho$ narjU {H$`o
OmVo h¢, bo{H$Z nm[adm[aH$ S>mQ>a H$s dmo ~mV
BZ AñnVmbm| _| Zht h¡& AmO Ho$ `wJ _| {M{H$Ëgm
Ho$ joÌ _| A{V{dñVma Ho$ H$maU amoJr Aga
CËgmhnyU© _wñH$mZ Ed§ AmmgZ H$s Anojm M§X
XdmAm| _| {g_Q>H$a ah J`m h¡& XaAgb XmoZm|
hr Oê$ar h¢, bo{H$Z Amdí`H$Vm Bg ~mV H$s h¡
{H$ _arO H$mo Cn`wº$ BbmO Ed§ g§Vw{ï> àXmZ
H$aZo H$s Amdí`H$Vm h¡& `hr ~mV ñdmñÏ` ~r_m
Ho$ joÌ _| ^maVr` Cn^moº$mAm| Ho$ gmW bmJy
hmoVr h¡& AñnVmbm| H$m ì`dgm`rH$aU hmoZo Ho$
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^maV _| ñdmñÏ` ~r_m H$s g_ñ`mE± Ed§ g_mYmZ
H$maU {M{H$Ëgm Ho$ {b`o IM© ~T> J`m h¡& Bggo
`h ^r hwAm h¡ {H$ ~r_m H§$n{Z`m§ Bg joÌ _|
~hwV A{YH$ ~mOma Zht ~ZmZm MmhVt&

Mm{h`o& Bggo ñnï> nVm MbVm h¡ {H$ ^maVr`
~r_m {Z`m_H$ Ed§ {dH$mg àm{YH$aU Zo ñdmñÏ`
~r_m H$m`© g_yh J{R>V {H$`m h¡&

BgHo$ ~hwV go H$maU h¢& _w»` H$maU `h h¡
{H$ {H$gr ^r ì`dgm` _| Omo{I_ ahVm h¡&
g¡Õm§{VH$ ê$n go BgH$s Oê$aV Zht h¡& bmJV Ho$
AmYma na _yë` {_bZm Mm{h`o Am¡a bmJV H$m
à~§YZ Ed§ CgH$s nyar OmZH$mar hmoZr Mm{h`o,
bo{H$Z `h ñnï> h¡ {H$ ^maV _| {M{H$Ëgm ~r_m
_| Bgr H$mo boH$a g_ñ`m h¡& bmJV Ho$ AZwgma
_yë` {ZYm©aU Zht h¡, `m|{H$ Bg_| gwMmê$ ê$n
go bmJV H$m {ZYm©aU Zht h¡ Am¡a {díbofU H$m
A^md h¡& BgHo$ gmW AÝ` ~mYmE§ ^r h¢, O¡go
{M{H$Ëgm àUmbr, CgH$s bmJV, godm JwUdÎmm,
{damoYm^mgr n[apñW{V`m§ Am{X N>moQ>r-_moQ>r
g_ñ`mE§ CR> IS>r hmoVr h¢&

Cn-g_y h Zo AnZr [anmo Q © > {gV§ ~ a _|
AmB©AmaS>rE H$mo gm¢n Xr& Bg [anmoQ©> _| Cng_yh
Zo amï´>r` ñdmñÏ` Am§H$S>m g§J«hU H$aZo Am¡a
^maVr` CnMma {dÎmr` àemgZ ~ZmZo H$s
{g\$m[ae H$s h¡&

{H$gr H$s BÀN>m Ho$ {déÕ ~r_m H$aZo H$m
AW© `h H$VB© Zht h¡ {H$ CgHo$ gmW JbV `m
Abm^H$mar {H$`m OmE& Bggo VmËn`© `h h¡ {H$
~r_m CÚmoJ A~ ^r Ma_ na h¡& BgH$m EH$
Ord§V CXmhaU dmhZ ~r_m h¡& dmhZ ~r_m
A{Zdm`© h¡ Am¡a BgH$m _yë` H$a Ûmam {Z`§{ÌV
h¡& J¡aoO H$s Am§V[aH$ bmJV Cn^moº$m Ho$ {b`o
JyT> h¡ Am¡a nyao Xoe _| BgH$s bmJV ^r AbJAbJ h¡& Bg_| Xbmbr ^r H$_ Zht h¡& h__| go
Omo H$moB© ^r dmhZ XwK©Q>Zm go JwOam h¡ `m AnZo
dmhZ H$s _aå_V H$adm MwH$m h¡, dh Bg H${R>ZmB©
go JwOa MwH$m h¡& J¡aoO H$m ^mar {~b ^r Cgo
MwH$mZm nS>Vm h¡& bo{H$Z Bg nyao n[aí` _| ^r
~r_m CÚmoJ Zo ~{T>`m Am` A{O©V H$s h¡ Am¡a
Bg ì`dñWm H$mo ~Zm`o aIZo _| gh`moJr ^y{_H$m
AXm H$s h¡& `h EH$ Abm^H$mar ì`dgm` ahm
h¡, {\$a ^r h_ `h _mZ gH$Vo h¢ {H$ H$a g§emoYZ
ZB© nrT>r Ho$ dmhZm| H$s _aå_V H$s bmJV Ho$
{b`o Z`o T>m§Mo Ho$ {Z_m©U _| J{V Zht bm gH$m h¡
`m H$a g§emoYZ J¡aO
o m| Ed§ _erZm| Ho$ ñVa _| ~T>Vr
bmJV H$mo {Z`§{ÌV Zht H$a gH$m h¡&
Bg CÚmoJ H$mo g§Mm{bV H$aZo dmbr g§ñWm
Ho$ nmg Bg g§~§Y _| nyU© {ddaU h¡ Am¡a hmoZm ^r

Am§H$S>m| H$m g§J«hU ñdmñÏ` ~r_m Ho$ joÌ
_| EH$ gH$mamË_H$ H$X_ hmo gH$Vm h¡& `h
ñdmñÏ` ~r_m H$m d¡km{ZH$ _yë` {ZYm©aU Ed§
CgHo$ {d{^Þ ñdê$nm| H$mo ~ZmZo _| ghm`H$ hmo
gH$Vm h¡& _ybV: ~r_m àXmVmAm| H$s `mo½`Vm,
j_Vm Ed§ à~§YZ go g§~§{YV (H$a nam_e©XmVm
g{_{V `m EH$ ñdV§Ì g§JR>Z) {OgHo$ nmg ^r
Am§H$So> CnbãY h¢, Cgo ~ohVa àXe©Z H$aZm
Mm{h`o& g_yh H$s [anmoQ©> _| ñdmñÏ` ~r_m H$m`©
g_yh Ed§ AÝ` gdmbm| H$m {ddaU em{_b h¡&
{M{H$Ëgm {dÎm àemgZ Ho $ Vm¡ a na
Cn^moº$mAm| H$mo ñVar` µ\$m`Xo gw{ZpíMV {H$`o
OmZo Mm{h`o& Cn^moº$mAm| H$mo `h ^r gw{ZpíMV
hmoZm Mm{h`o {H$ Eogo g§ñWmZ nmaX{e©Vm ~ZmE
aI|Jo Am¡a CZHo$ {b`o {M{H$Ëgm CZH$s nhw§M _|
hmoJr& Cn`wº$ bmJV na {M{H$Ëgm joÌ _| `h
ZoV¥Ëd àXmZ H$aoJm&
`h AmB©AmaS>rE H$m EH$ gh`moJr g§JR>Z
hmoJm Am¡a ñdmñÏ` ~r_m g§JR>Zm| Ho$ n§Or`Z
Ed§ g§MmbZ Ho$ {b`o CÎmaXm`r hmoZo Ho$ gmW hr
ñdmñÏ` ~r_m ~mOma Ho$ {dH$mg Ho$ {b`o ^r
CÎmaXm`r hmoJm& `h g§JR>Z {M{H$Ëgm godm H$s
nhw§M H$mo gw{ZpíMV H$aZo Ho$ {b`o nmaX{e©Vm
~Zm`o aIZo Ho$ {b`o ^r {Oå_oXma hmoJm& Cng_yh
Zo àñVmd aIm h¡ {H$ H$m`©H$mar g_yh AmZo dmbr
~r_m `moOZmAm| Ho$ àemgZ na {ZJamZr aIoJm&
Cng_yh Ho$ H$m`m] H$mo h_ {ZåZ{b{IV ê$n go
AZwJ_Z H$a gH$Vo h¢ :t

{M{H$Ëgm joÌ _| A§eYm[a`m| Ho$ ~rM
CnbãY dV©_mZ Am§H$S>m| H$m narjU H$aZm

{dH$ën

Ed§ CZ Am§H$S>m| H$mo àmá H$aZo H$s g§^mdZmAm|
H$m _yë`m§H$Z H$aZm h¡&
t

t

t

gm_mÝ` Am§H$S>m VËdm| Ho$ ñVarH$aU H$s
g§^mdZmAm| H$m _yë`m§H$Z H$aZm Ed§ BZ
Am§H$S>m| H$s g§Jh« U e¡br H$m _yë`m§H$Z H$aZm&
CnMma, {M{H$Ëgm à{H«$`m, A§eYm[a`m| Ûmam
Cn`moJ _| bm`o Om gH$Zo dmbo {M{H$ËgH$s`
n`©dojUm| O¡go Am§H$S>m| H$mo EH$Ì H$aZo Ho$
{b`o _mZH$sH¥$V H$moqS>J àUmbr H$s nhMmZ
H$aZm&
~r_m CÚmoJ Ûmam BZ Am§H$S>m| H$mo àmá H$aZo
Am¡a CZH$m dmñV{dH$ {díbofU H$a µ\$m`Xm
CR>mZo Ho$ {b`o Eogo gwJ_ Am§H$S>m ^§S>ma
~ZmH$a CZH$m {díbofU H$aZm&

AmB©AmaS>rE go {g\$m[ae H$s h¡ {H$ g^r Q>rnrE
Am§H$So> àñVwV H$aZo H$s Amdí`H$Vm h¡& do ~r_m
H§$n{Z`m| Ho$ gmW AZw~§Y Ho$ g_` go hr godmE§
àXmZ H$a|Jr& {OZ H§$n{Z`m| Zo Q>rnrE AZw~§Y
Zht {H$`m h¡, CÝh| AnZo Am§H$S>m| H$mo grYo ^oOZm
Mm{h`o Am¡a g^r ~r_m H§$n{Z`m| H$mo ~r_m {H$íV
{ddaU CnbãY H$amZm Mm{h`o&
Am§H$S>m JwUdÎmm g§d¥{Õ Ed§ _mZH$sH$aU
H$aZo dmbo BgHo$ Xygao AmXoe _| Cng_yh Zo Bg
H$m`© H$mo VrZ {hñgm| _| ~m§Q>Zo H$m {ZU©` {b`m&
nhbo ^mJ _| g§ H o $ VZ, gy M Zm H$m bo I Z,
ì`mdhm[aH$ gyMZm, {M{H$Ëgm Ed§ ~r_m go
g§~§{YV ñVa _| àñVmd/Zm_m§H$Z gyMZm XoZm Wm&

Cng_yh H$s g§X^©JV eVm] _| dV©_mZ _| CnbãY Am§H$S m> |
H$s {hñgoXmar, Am§H$Sm> JwUdÎmm g_¥{Õ, ñVarH$aU,
_mZH$sH$aU Ed§ d¡H$pënH$ ~r_m g§^mdZmAm| d H$moqS>J
à{H«$`m H$mo {d^m{OV H$aZm h¡&

Xygao ^mJ _| amoJ/CnMma Ed§ {M{H$Ëgm gyMZm
H$mo A§Vam©ï´>r` H$moqS>J `moOZm Ho$ _mÜ`_ go àmá
H$aZm Wm& BbmO, à{H« $ `m, go d m/amOñd,
{M{H$Ëgr` n`© d o j U Ed§ bm^H$mar H$mo S >
H$s ì`m»`m H$s Omo bmJV H$mo bmJy H$aZm h¡
Am¡a Bg n[aí` H$m Cng_yh H$s {g\$m[aem| na
{H$VZm à^md nS>m h¡& BZ {g\$m[aem| H$mo Hw$N>
AñnVmbm| Zo EH$ {ZpíMV ñdê$n _| bmJy {H$`m
h¡ Am¡a Hw$N> AñnVmb BgH$mo Xygao T§>J go bmJy
H$a aho h¢ `m {\$a CÝhm|Zo Bgo ~r_mH$Vm©/Q>rnrE
Ho$ D$na N>moS> {X`m h¡&

dV©_mZ _| CnbãY Am§H$S>m| _| {hñgoXmar Ho$
_wÔm| H$m gm_Zm H$aZo Ho$ {b`o Cng_yh Zo S>rEgHo$
go g_Pm¡Vm {H$`m h¡& S>rEgHo$ EH$ JmonZr`Vm
Ed§ {ZOVm Ho$ A{YH$mam| Ho$ Am§H$S>m| Ho$ g§~§Y _|
d¡Ym{ZH$ gbmh XoZo dmbr à_wI g§ñWm h¡& `h
Am§H$S>m| Ho$ _m{bH$mZm hH$ Ed§ BgHo$ ì`mdgm{`H$
d J¡a-ì`mdgm{`H$ Cn`moJ Ho$ ~mao _| d¡Ym{ZH$
gbmh XoVr h¡&

{gµ\$m[aem| _| `h g_m{hV {H$`m J`m h¡ {H$
AmB©AmaS>rE EH$ _mZH$sH¥$V Am§H$S>m| H$mo
{ZpíMV ñdê$n _| ñdrH$mao Am¡ a Q> r nrE
Amdí`H$VmZwê$n g§J«{hV H$ao, gmW hr Am§H$S>m|
H$mo dm{f©H$ `m AY©dm{f©H$ Ad{Y _| BboQ´>m{ZH$
_mÜ`_m| _| CnbãY H$amE& H$moqS>J àUmbr Ed§
_mZH$m| H$m {g\$m[aem| Ho$ AmYma na AZwgaU
{H$`m Om gH$Vm h¡ :-

t

t

Xoe H$s OZg§»`m Ho$ {b`o ^m¡Jmo{bH$ ñdmñÏ`
Amdí`H$Vm Ed§ CZH$s {d{dY j_VmAm| Ho$
AmYma na g_w{MV Z`o ñdmñÏ` CËnmXm| Ho$
{dH$mg Ho$ {b`o Am§H$S>m| H$m BñVo_mb H$aZm&

à{VeV go A{YH$ ñdmñÏ` ~r_m
gmd©O{ZH$ joÌ H$s H§$n{Z`m| go g§~Õ h¢& Cng_yh
Zo Am§H$S>m VÏ`m| H$s nhMmZ H$aZo H$m {ZU©`
{b`m, Ohm§ go H§$n{Z`m§ BZ Am§H$S>m| H$mo àmá
H$aZo Ho$ {b`o gm_mÝ` Ý`yZV_ ì`dñWm ~ZmE§Jr&
`h g§J«hU dV©_mZ _| CnbãY Am§H$S>m| Ho$ g§J«hU
Ho$ AmYma na ~Zm`m OmEJm Am¡a Cng_yhm| Zo
90

t

t

t

amoJ {ZXmZ H$moS> : AmB©grS>r 10 (Ý`yZV_ 3
{S>{OQ>)
à{H«$`m H$moS> : AmB©grS>r 10 nrgrEg
(Ý`yZV_ {ÛVr` ñVa)
godm/amOñd H$moS> : Cng_yh Zo {d{dY Xmdm
Am§ H $ S > m | H$mo d¡ ` {º$H$ ê$n go {M{V

{H$`m h¡&
CnMma n`©dojU H$moS> : ~mX H$s {V{W na
gm¢nm Om gHo$Jm&
t bm^Xm`H$ H$moS> H$s ì`m»`m : ~r_mH$Vm©/
Q>rnrE Ho$ AmYma na {ZYm©[aV&
A{YgyMH$m| Ho$ {b`o {ZåZ{b{IV {g\$m[ae| H$s
JB© h¢ :t AñnVmb : n¡Z Z§~a
t AñnVmb Mm§g : àË`oH$ AñnVmb Ho$ {b`o
àmê$nH$ Ho$ gmW n¡Z Z§~a
t N>moQo> AñnVmb Ed§ Z{gªJ hmo_ : S>mQ>am| H$m
n§Or`Z Z§~a àmê$nH$m| Ho$ gmW
t d¡`{º$H$ {M{H$ËgH$ : _o{S>H$b n[afX² H$m
n§Or`Z H«$_m§H$
t d¡`{º$H$ bm^mWu : amï´>r` Am§H$S>m g§J«hU
(EH$ H|$ÐrH¥$V ñdm`Îm àUmbr) Ûmam àXmZ
{H$`m J`m {deof H«$_m§H$
t ñd ~r_mH$Vm© : AmB©AmaS>rE Ûmam àXÎm
n§Or`Z H«$_m§H$
t

Cng_yh Zo `h {g\$m[ae ^r H$s {H$ àñVm{dV
Am§H$S>m g§J«hU H$s nwZg©_rjm H$s OmE, Vm{H$
Am§H$S>m| H$s g_J«Vm gw{ZpíMV H$s Om gHo$&
Am§H$So> dV©_mZ ^maVr` n[aí`m| go g§~§{YV hmoZo
Mm{h`o Am¡a dh ~mOma H$s Oê$aV Ho$ _wVm{~H$
Z_Zr` hmoZo Mm{h`o&
Cng_yh H$s [anmoQ©> _| `h ^r H$hm J`m h¡
{H$ ~r_m H§$n{Z`m| Ûmam ~r_mH¥$V bmoJm| Ho$ Am§H$So>
Cn`moJr hmo gH$Vo h¢& `h ~r_m joÌ Ûmam àmá
AZw^dm| Ed§ kmZ H$s g§d¥{Õ _| ^r Cn`moJr

boIH$ ~r_m joÌ _| H$B© dfm] go H$m`©aV h¢& boIH$ Cn^moº$m
{ejm Ed§ AZwg§YmZ H|$Ð, Ah_Xm~mX Ho$ Mo`a_¡Z
(E_amBQ²>g) h¢&
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Auditing the Audit Rules
P. S. Prabhakar

T he

transmutation in the general
insurance industry in the wake of
privatisation saw several sweeping
changes in the regulatory aspects,
important among them being the
changes in the financial reporting
requirements. In the previous
instalments of this series, we have
discussed such changes. However, the
audit requirements were not
elaborately dealt with.
The various stakeholders in the
general insurance companies – such as
the Government (as the owners of the
PSU companies), Indian shareholders
and their joint venture partners (in
case of private companies) and
policyholders – and reinsurers who do
business with the companies consider
the published financials of an insurance
company as the symbol of its strength,
more so because such financials bear
the attestation of the ‘auditors,’ who
certify the truth and fairness of such
financials.
Providing assurance services to the
people who are themselves in the
business of assuring others is a serious
affair and the responsibility of the
“auditors” to provide comfort (by doing
‘an informed audit’) to the
stakeholders, regulator, reinsurers and
tax authorities can hardly be
overemphasised.
Legal aspects
However, before we go to the
reporting requirements of ‘audit,’ we
shall see the legal aspects of such
audit requirements. Originally in
the Insurance Act, references to Audit
was restricted. Restricted because
Sec. 12 of the Insurance Act mandated
the audit of the financials of the
‘insurers,’ unless they are subject to
audit under the Indian Companies Act.
Those days, carrying on insurance
business was possible in the noncorporate forms also, and in fact Sec.
2C of the Insurance Act provided that a
co-operative society or a body corporate
incorporated outside India could
transact insurance business.
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It was only the IRDA Act,1999 that
inserted a proviso to this section that
only an Indian insurance company
{which term has been defined in Sec.
2(7A) to mean a company registered
under the Companies Act, 1956, with a
maximum FDI participation of 26 per
cent} can conduct insurance business in
India. This clearly crystallises the
situation that Sec.12 does not talk
about ‘audit’ of insurance companies in
the present day scenario, where there
are no non-corporate insurers
operating.
Obviously, the Insurance Act intended,
wisely though, that the provisions of
Companies Act were adequate enough for
the industry’s statutory audit

Providing assurance
services to the people who
are themselves in the
business of assuring
others, is a serious affair.

requirements. (Of course, it is amusing
to note that though the IRDA Act
extensively amended the Insurance Act,
several references to “Indian Companies
Act, 1913” were left untouched. The
bureaucracy and the law-makers possibly
simply ‘forgot’ that the post-independence
“Companies Act,1956” had already
replaced the 1913 Act!)
Upon the nationalisation of the life
insurance business and on the
formation of LIC, the audit of the
corporation came to be governed under
Sec. 25 of the LIC Act. In 1971, when
the general insurance business was
nationalised, the General Insurance
(Business Nationalisation) Act had no
reference on this issue. However, since
all the general insurance companies
came under public sector, Sec. 619 of
the Companies Act came to govern the
statutory audit requirements. Besides
this, the Comptroller and Auditor
General (CAG) has been having its own

inspections, which are more of
‘propriety audits’ in nature.
IRDA Act inserted Sec.114A in the
Insurance Act, which facilitates
issuance of various regulations by
IRDA. This section grants powers to
IRDA to make regulations on various
issues and methodically goes section
by section of the Insurance Act, in
seriatim, where all regulations
thought of had their spaces
respectively. Sec.114A (2) (f)
mentioned “the preparation of balance
sheet, profit and loss account and a
separate account of receipts and
payments and revenue account under
sub-section (1A) of section 11.” It
should be noted that this sub-section
does not talk about audit at all.
However, the Regulations on
“Preparation of Financial Statements
and Auditor’s Report of Insurance
Companies” not only has the audit in
its very name but also in the contents.
Though the legal sanction for IRDA to
regulate the audit function is
perceptibly missing, the Regulation
No.4 of the aforesaid regulations of
IRDA reads: “The Authority, may, from
time to time, issue separate directions/
guidelines in the matter of appointment,
continuance or removal of auditors of
an insurer or reinsurer as the case may
be, and such directions/guidelines may
include prescriptions regarding
qualifications and experience of
auditors, their rotation, period of
appointment etc. as may be deemed
necessary by the Authority.”
This clearly dilutes the relevant
provisions of the Company Law on
matters pertaining to audit, including
appointment, removal, report contents
etc. which give unfettered rights to the
shareholders only on such issues and
is repugnant to Sec. 28 of the IRDA Act
itself which says that the provisions of
the Act shall be in addition to, and not
in derogation of, the provisions of any
other law for the time being in force.
Now, with the IRDA Act-inserted
sub-sections (1A) and (1B) to Sec.11 of
the Insurance Act, for the first time
legally mandating the maintenance of
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separate accounts for policyholders and
shareholders, and the accounting
regulations also skewed towards
protection of policyholders’ funds, it is
not only important but even fair that
IRDA exercises control over the audit
reporting requirements also. No
question about that. But, it is also
important that the authority of the
Authority should not be subjected to
question. I rest my case on this point.

It says that the auditor shall certify
that there are no apparent mistakes
or material inconsistencies with
the financial statements. What should
he do if there indeed are apparent
mistakes or material inconsistencies?
The option to report and keep quiet
is not even given here. This means
that the auditor has to actually ensure
that everything is alright and then
certify so!

Format of the Report
Schedule C of the Regulations
almost prescribe the format of Auditors’
Report. Besides the usual declarations
on ‘obtaining information’, ‘agreement
of the figures of the financials with the
books etc. and the usual expression of
opinions on ‘true and fair’ aspects, there
are several other nebulous areas which
an auditor of an insurance company, in
the post-IRDA scenario, is expected to
report on.

Some Issues
Let us now go to some specific
practical issues concerning the audit.
There are already a myriad practical
problems that are encountered by the
companies in recognising the revenue
(discussed exhaustively in the earlier

For instance, he is to report whether
the actuarial valuation of liabilities is
duly certified by the appointed actuary.
What expertise a Chartered Accountant
can possess to sit on judgement on an
actuarial valuation is anyone’s guess.
The prescription also says that the
auditor shall certify that he has
reviewed the contents of the
management report and that there is
no apparent mistake or material
inconsistencies with the financial
statements. Part IV of Schedules A &
B list the contents of the management
report, which spans a vast number of
areas from confirmation of continued
validity of registration to shareholding
pattern being in accordance with the
requirements to confirmation on
solvency margins to valuation of
investments to ageing of claims and to
operation in other countries.
To review and comment on the
contents of such an exhaustive
management report itself is too big a
responsibility for an auditor. But the
language employed in the Regulations
does not merely suggest the auditor
reporting on the truth or otherwise of
the contents of the management report.

Unless the auditors
understand the methods
that can be employed by
the managements, it will
not be possible for them to
be true and fair.

issues) but, the responsibility of
auditors is to see that the Regulation
is followed scrupulously or, if not
followed, reported accordingly.
If one peruses the published annual
reports of the insurance companies for
2002-03, it can be seen that most of the
auditors have maintained silence on
this. What is worse, some nationalised
insurers have blatantly changed the
rules of the game to suit their
convenience during 2001-02 and 200203, resulting in huge (positive)
difference to their bottom lines, without
eliciting any adverse comment from the
auditors. This is perhaps the only
industry where lower business volume
in a year can actually result in higher
profits because of the ‘reserve release’
factor. Unless the auditors understand
the methods that can be employed
by the managements in this, it will
not be possible for them to be true and

fair to themselves, let alone to
the shareholders.
For the first time, a new concept
called ‘Premium Deficiency’ was
brought in by IRDA. Again a measure
for augmenting policyholders’ funds, it
mandated that if the sum of expected
claims costs, related expenses etc.
exceed the URR, the said excess is to
be recognised as Premium Deficiency.
It is a fact that neither has the IRDA
attempted to clearly explain the
concept of this Premium Deficiency or
the methodology of providing the same
nor has any insurance company really
appeared to be unduly bothered about
this. Some managements have opined
that there was no premium deficiency
in their companies while some simply
‘disclosed’ certain sums, even though the
regulatory need was to recognise the
same in accounts. However, the
interesting aspect is that, in most cases,
the auditors have looked the other way
on this issue or have simply gone by the
averments made by managements in
this regard.
In the next instalment, we shall
see how well auditors have adhered
to the reporting requirements in
the post-IRDA scenario and how
sedate or serious their reporting is
in specific areas.

The author, who used to work with the
nationalised general insurance industry,
is a practising Chartered Accountant.
In this series he discusses analysing the
balance sheet of a general insurance
company.
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India Turning Out To Be
Insurance Hotspot
India is emerging as one of the
hotspots of the global insurance
business, with insurance premium
growth forecast at around 7.5 per cent
in the coming years. According to a
recent study by Swiss Re, one of the
world’s largest life and health
insurers, India and China are the
“most promising insurance markets.”
Although the two countries
accounted for just 2.2 per cent of the
global insurance premiums, their
huge economies and population size
are capable of creating “ample
opportunities for insurance,” it is
reported. The two ranked among the
top 10 out of 30 emerging insurance
markets in the world, according to the
sigma report by Swiss Re.
“Impressive growth prospects for
emerging markets is putting them at
the frontier of insurance. Among the
emerging markets, China and India
are very much in the spotlight on
account of their huge populations,
growing economic importance and
fast liberalising regulatory regimes,”

the report said. The sigma study
compared more than 30 markets,
including that of Africa, Asia, Eastern
Europe, Latin America and the
Middle East. The report indicated
that the insurance business varies
greatly in size and structure among
the emerging markets.
The top 10 countries accounted for
almost 87 per cent of life and 66 per
cent of non-life insurance premiums
from emerging markets. The study
indicated that some of the emerging
markets like South Korea and China
were among the biggest insurance
markets in the world. In fact, they
ranked 7th and 8th respectively in the
list of largest life insurance markets
worldwide. The Swiss Re study
ranked India at 18th position among
life insurance markets and 28th in
non-life insurance markets in the
world. “India and China are two most
challenging and promising insurance
markets. In tandem with robust
economic development, their
insurance markets have grown
spectacularly,” the report added.

TAKING
INSURANCE
TO
TRIBALS
Primitive Tribe Groups (PTGs) are
all set to get special insurance schemes.
The Government, in partnership with
Life Insurance Corporation (LIC), has
planned a life insurance scheme for
PTGs that would take care of their needs
in life and beyond. PTGs are officially
considered the most marginalised in the
tribal spectrum. What distinguishes
them is the use of primitive agricultural
tools, low level of literacy and stagnant
or diminishing population.
According to government estimates,
there are 24 lakh PTGs or five lakh
families spread over 16 states.
To begin with, the insurance cover,
finalised in partnership with LIC,
would be extended to one lakh families
and by the end of the 10th Plan the
entire PTG population would be brought
into the net.

LIC and IPO
The Government is likely to stand
guarantee to Life Insurance
Corporation (LIC) for risk
management losses instead of
amending LIC Act to allow it to tap
the market or infuse fresh capital, it
is reported.

Mr. N. S. Sisodia is reported saying,
“There is no consideration for amending
the LIC Act. We need to corporatise LIC
to enable LIC tap the market. But the
Common Minimum Programme
provides that there can be no structural
change in LIC and it will remain a PSU.”

Although LIC can easily raise
over Rs. 6,000 crore by offloading just
five per cent Government stake and
meet IRDA’s solvency norms, it is
reported that the Finance Ministry
has ruled out such an option.

Executive Director Mr. S. C. Bhargava
is reported saying that Government can
give a guarantee to the corporation for
meeting the risk management losses if
they arise in future.

The Financial Sector Secretary
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This would assist LIC to get an
exemption from IRDA for complying

with solvency norms. Otherwise, LIC
needs to provide Rs 2,000 to 3,000
crore for meeting solvency norms.
LIC has hidden reserves worth
Rs 34,000 crore, Mr. Bhargava said,
adding “it won’t be a problem for us
to raise capital.”
LIC was meeting the capital
requirements from its surpluses.
However, this was not the best way
to meet the solvency margin. LIC has
already provided Rs. 14,000 crore for
meeting the solvency norms till
March, 2004.
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RATING OF HOSPITALS MOOTED
The Government has initiated
plans to forge strong linkages between
insurance companies and hospitals
including detailed rating of hospitals,
both private and public, and a major
step-up in government expenditure on
healthcare, it is reported.
It is also reported the Union
Minister of Health and Family
Welfare, has sought permission from
Prime Minister Mr. Manmohan
Singh to exempt hospitals from the
Government’s long-term plan for
downsizing.
The Government will spend
Rs. 42,000 crore for setting up
AIIMS-type hospitals at six
locations in the country.
Of this, Rs. 1,000 crore would
be allocated in the 2005-06
Budget, and private sector majors
in healthcare would be roped
in to play a crucial role in
running these top-rung facilities,

it is reported.
The Government is also initiating
steps to provide medical insurance to
nearly 10 lakh poor families. The
coverage available for below-povertyline (BPL) families is not adequate,
and we have provided an outlay of Rs
40 crore during the current year to
offer medical insurance to the poor,
he added.
The rating planned for hospitals
will be worked out on the basis of the
infrastructure available at such
facilities, both in the public sector as
well as private sector.
The rating will depend on the
number of beds available and the
equipment installed at such
hospitals. Once the classification is
done, it will be possible to forge
linkages
between
insurance
companies and hospitals to provide
affordable healthcare to a vast section
of the population.

ISO for ICICI Lombard

AIC SEEKS
ISRO HELP
TO SETTLE CLAIMS
Agriculture Insurance Company of India
Limited) has approached Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO), Ahmedabad, to explore the
possibility of using remote sensing technology to
ascertain crop damage and pay the right amount
of insurance for crop damage, it is reported. This
is to overcome the fact that the mechanism for
ascertaining damage to crops because of natural
or manmade factors is primitive and flawed and
this often led to filing of inaccurate information.
AIC Chairman cum Managing Director, Mr.
Suparas Bhandari, has held discussions with ISRO
scientists for this.
AICIL
is
seriously
exploring
the possibilities of using remote sensing
techniques of ISRO to ascertain crop damage, so
that disbursements can be made more accurately,
Mr. Bhandari is quoted saying.
Claims on crop damage were often
exaggerated and there was an urgent need to
evolve a more efficient method of settling crop
damage claims, he said.

The operations function of ICICI Lombard General Insurance has been
certified ISO 9001-2000 compliant, it is reported. The scope of the
certification includes claim settlement, policy issuance, lifecycle policy
maintenance and banking and accounting.

Under the system currently in use, data
regarding crop damage is collected at the gram
panchayat level and then sent to the taluka level,
which then forwards it to the district
administration.

Supporting Health Insurance

Different state governments then submit crop
damage data from district headquarters to AICIL.

The Government is likely to
provide a subsidy of about Rs. 30 crore
during the October-March period of
the current fiscal under the universal
health insurance scheme, it is
reported. The scheme, launched in
2003-04 has been modified.
As per the scheme, there would
be three slabs of subsidy for three
different policies. The Government

will provide Rs. 200 crore for a policy
covering an individual, which has a
yearly premium of Rs. 365. The
premium for a policy covering five
members of a family has been fixed
at Rs. 548 and for a seven-member
family, it is Rs. 730. The Government
has decided to provide a subsidy of
Rs. 300 and Rs. 400 respectively for
the latter two policies.

This was both time consuming and also
exposed to abuse as exaggerated crop damage
data could not be cross-checked except at great
expense owing to absence of an efficient verification
mechanism.
AICIL had only around 200 staff all over the
country, and its team could not verify claims from
all over the country, sources pointed out.
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PROBE INTO US INSURANCE
INDUSTRY CORRUPTION
Mr. Eliot Spitzer, US Attorney
General, has sued the nation’s leading
insurance brokerage firm, alleging
that it steered unsuspecting clients
to insurers with whom it had lucrative
payoff agreements, and that the firm
solicited rigged bids for insurance
contracts. He also announced that two
insurance company executives had
pleaded guilty to criminal charges in
connection with the scheme.
The actions against the brokerage
firm, Marsh & McLennan Companies,
and the two executives stem from a
widening investigation of fraud and
anti-competitive practices in the
insurance industry. Evidence revealed
in the lawsuit also implicates other
major insurance carriers.
“The insurance industry needs to
take a long, hard look at itself,”
Mr. Spitzer said. “If the practices
identified in our suit are as
widespread as they appear to be, then
the industry’s fundamental business
model needs major corrective action
and reform. There is simply no
responsible argument for a system
that rigs bids, stifles competition and
cheats customers.”

Joining Mr. Spitzer at a news
conference announcing the actions,
Mr. Gregory V. Serio, New York State
Insurance Superintendent, said:
“This has gone from an inquiry into
failure to disclose compensation to an
active investigation of bid rigging and
improper steering. This certainly
proves the adage that where there is
smoke, there is fire.”
The civil complaint filed in State
Supreme Court in Manhattan alleges
that for years Marsh received special
payments from insurance companies
that were above and beyond normal
sales commissions. These payments,
known as “contingent commissions”,
were characterised as compensation
for “market services” but were, in fact,
rewards for the business that Marsh
and its independent brokers steered
and allocated to the insurance
companies. Industry representatives
defend this long-standing practice as
acceptable and even beneficial to
clients, but the Attorney General’s
office has uncovered extensive
evidence showing that it distorts and
corrupts the insurance marketplace
and cheats insurance customers.

Lloyds To Tap
International
Debt Market
Lloyd’s of London has
announced plans to make its
debut in the international debt
markets, with an issue aimed at
raising about £500 million ($ 902
million)
of
long-term
subordinated debt.
As per the announcement,
the size and the terms of the
transaction will be finalised
“following an investor road show
to sterling and euro investors,
and
subject
to
market
conditions.” An application will
be made to list the debt on the
London Stock Exchange.
Mr. Nick Prettejohn, Lloyd’s
Chief Executive, said: “Lloyd’s
today is financially strong. We
are now aiming to strengthen
that position further by
establishing a long-term, robust
and flexible capital structure
which is economically efficient for
those firms which choose to
operate at Lloyd’s.”

APRA Cracks The Whip On Insurance Executives
The Australian Prudential
Regulation Authority (APRA) is
cracking down on insurance executives
who fail its “fit and proper” test, which
was introduced in July 2002 after the
AUD five billion HIH collapse. Ten
insurance executives have been
disqualified since late August and 25
more are expected to go before the end
of next June as the APRA makes full
use of its new powers.
The latest disqualifications have
cleared out the top ranks of
reinsurance group General Re. Mr.
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Geoffrey Barnum, Chief Executive, Mr.
Christopher Byatt, Chief Financial
Officer, Mr. Andrew Smith, former Chief
Underwriter, and Mr. John Self, former
General Manager, have been
disqualified, along with two offshore
executives. General Re, which is seeking
to overturn the decision, sold FAI a
financial reinsurance contract that
inflated its 1998 profit and contributed
to the HIH collapse. Certain HIH and
FAI executives were also disqualified
last week.
Unlike enforceable undertakings,

APRA’s disqualifications are for
an indefinite period, although they
can be revoked. Each decision is
subject to an internal review but it is
believed only one decision so far has
been overturned. The regulator has
hired law firms Spark Helmore and
the
Australian
Government
Solicitors to conduct the reviews as
part of its “fit and proper” testing.
Basically the regulator looks at
whether an executive is diligent, free
from conflict of interest, honourable
and competent.
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CAR
THIEVES
ZAP
JAPAN
Japan has been witnessing a
series of auto theft committed by
foreign suspects, which is seen
as reflecting Japanese lack of
risk awareness compared to
other developed countries.
According to National Policy
Agency data, the number of
stolen cars surpassed 60,000
for the third straight year
since 2001.
Reports lay the blame for the
auto thefts on the fact that
Japanese car owners do not have
any sense of urgency when it
comes to protecting their
property. For instance, in 2003,
30 per cent of stolen cars were
left unlocked on the road or in
parking lots with the key still in
the ignition.
Data released by the General
Insurance Association of Japan
shows that while 95 per cent of
Japanese appreciate the threat
of auto theft, some 28 per cent
do not think that their car might
be stolen. Also, just 10 per cent
of car owners were found to
have equipped their cars with
antitheft devices.
“Auto theft professionals don’t
need a key to start an engine,”
one auto theft prevention expert
reveals. “They can open a car door
by picking in seconds and start
the car in minutes.”

INSURERS NEED A MAKEOVER
Insurers must take urgent action
to reverse the industry’s “pretty
appalling” public image or face serious
financial consequences, according
Mr. Julian James, Director of
Worldwide Markets, Lloyd’s.
Mr. James told insurance industry
leaders that the sector had
progressively lost the confidence of
capital providers, regulators and
customers through poor returns, high
profile collapses, and shoddy service.
The experience at Lloyd’s proved the
transformation could only be achieved
by a combination of “fixing the
fundamentals,” and restoring
reputation, he added.
Speaking at the Chartered
Insurance Institute (CII) Annual
Conference in Birmingham, Mr. James

said that recent research worryingly
showed two-thirds of UK customers
thought insurers tried to avoid paying
valid claims, and only 14 per cent felt
any loyalty to their brokers. “If a brand
is what people say about you when you
are not there, then the insurance
industry is currently in trouble. You
might ask what does it matter if we
are all tarred with the same brush
anyway? Well, I would argue it matters
a whole lot to the bottom line, the way
we are allowed to do business and the
health of this sector,” he said.
Mr. James warned that capital
providers would look to park their
funds elsewhere unless the industry
fixed its financial performance, which
had been poor even in the “so called
hard market” of 2003 and 2004.

CHINESE WEDDINGS
TAKE COVER!
Insurance companies in
Shanghai have launched a new
service to protect brides and
grooms against accidents at their
weddings.
The
Shanghai
Association of Wedding and
Ceremony Industry and China
Ping’an Insurance Company
launched the service, called
‘Wedding Odds’, during the
weeklong National Day holiday
in early October.
The insurance caters to the
city’s booming wedding market
and covers mishaps like food
poisoning. The bride and groom
could get compensation up to
$21,770 while guests can be

compensated up to $2,420 and
have $605 of their medical costs
covered. According to China
Ping’an, couples will have to pay
$3.50 and individual guests 18
cents for the wedding insurance.
The company is confident of
surging
demands
and
profitability given that the
number of marriages in
Shanghai exceeds 100,000 a year.
This is particularly because
Chinese traditions value the
smooth sailing of weddings, and
brides, grooms and wedding
organisers put in a lot of work
for perfect marriage ceremonies.
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ROUND UP

CONFERRING ON REGULATIONS
American Chamber of Commerce and IRDA conducted
a one day seminar, supported by USAID, on Regulatory
Best Practices and Emerging Trends in Life Insurance
at Hyderabad on September 30.
L to R: Mr. Edgar Balbin, Chef de Partie, USAID, Mr. Venkatesh Mysore, Managing Director,
MetLife (partially hidden), Mr. C.S. Rao,Chairman, IRDA, Mr. S. B. Mathur, Chairman, LIC,
Mr. Anuroop Singh, Vice Chairman and Managing Director, Max New York Life and
Mr. Ian J. Watts, CEO, Tata AIG Life Insurance Company at the conference.

FICCI ON INSURANCE
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and
Industry (FICCI) held its annual two day conference
on Insurance at Delhi on October 18 and 19.
L to R: Mr. S. B. Mathur, Chairman, LIC, Mr. C. S. Rao, Chairman, IRDA, Mr. Yogendra K. Modi,
FICCI and Ms. Shikha Sharma, Managing Director, ICICI Prudential Life Insurance Company
at the FICCI conference.

Over a cup of tea!

CEOs catch up during a break in the
FICCI Conference.
L to R: Mr. Amit Mitra, Secretary General, FICCI, Mr. S. B. Mathur, Chairman, LIC
and Mr. Anuroop Singh, Vice Chairman and Managing Director, Max New York Life
Insurance Company.
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“

Either the Government will need to
contribute to the capital of LIC, or the
funds need to come from the market. We
have tackled the solvency margin issue for now,
having provided for Rs. 14,000 crore as on March
2004 for the business underwritten to date.
Currently we are meeting the required solvency
margins from surplus funds, which cannot be a
continuous practice.

Mr. S. B. Mathur, Chairman, LIC

The new approach to capital
adequacy for both life and general
insurance firms produces a baseline of
capital that we expect all insurers to hold. Clearly
though, this is just the starting point as, in the new
risk-based world, the amount of capital required to
match an individual firms particular circumstances
could be higher, or less frequently, lower than this
generic minimum requirement.

Mr. David Strachan, Sector Leader for Insurance,
Financial Services Authority (FSA), UK on new
regulatory requirements for insurance
company capital.

”

The insurance industry needs to take a
long, hard look at itself. If the practices
identified in our suit are as widespread as
they appear to be, then the industry's fundamental
business model needs major corrective action
and reform. There is simply no responsible argument
for a system that rigs bids, stifles competition and
cheats customers.

Mr. Eliot Spitzer, New York Attorney General, about
suing brokerage firm Marsh and McLennan for
fraud and anti-trust violations.

This has gone from an inquiry into failure
to disclose compensation to an active investigation
of bid rigging and improper steering. This certainly
proves the adage that where there is smoke, there is fire.

Mr. Gregory V. Serio, New York State Insurance Superintendent, on
the Marsh and McLennan investigation.

The sum is big, but it is big for a purpose
and, in fact, it's a regulatory requirement.
you have to bear in mind that it has 1.7 million
policy holders and that works out to $300
(per person), which is not a lot of money.

Mr. Khaw Boon Wan, Singapore Health Minister,
on the Monetary Authority of Singapore's requirement
that insurance providers have reserves totalling $524
million for future obligations and contingencies.
Britain's funded private pension system is in
serious decline.

Report of the UK government-appointed Pensions
Commission
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Events
8 - 10 November 2004
Venue: Pune
Workshop on Micro Insurance by NIA, Pune
8 - 13 November 2004
Venue: Pune
Market Intelligence by National Insurance Academy (NIA), Pune
Scenario Mapping & Marketing by NIA, Pune
20 November 2004
Venue: Bangkok
8th Asia Insurance Industry Awards organised by Asia Insurance Review
29 - 30 November 2004
Venue: Pune
Seminar on Information Security by NIA

2 - 4 December 2004
Venue: Pune
Programme on Cyber Liability by NIA, Pune
6 - 8 December 2004
Venue: Pune
Actuarial Aspects of Non Life Insurance by NIA, Pune
13 - 14 December 2004
Venue: Pune
Seminar on Reinsurance and Capital Markets by NIA, Pune
16 - 18 December 2004
Venue: Pune
Management of Change by NIA, Pune

